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Baltimore, Md, Sept 12. Old DeFALL
fenders' Day, the anniversary of the
battle of North Point, where the
Marylanders made a successful resist
ance to the British invasion in 1814,
was observed as a legal holiday in
Baltimore today In accordance with
custom. It was the battle of North
Point that inspired Francis Scott Key
to write "The
Banner,"
and one of the interesting features iu SITUATION
IN THE
ROBERT FOWLER'S CROSS
CELESTIAL
connection with today's celebration
KINGDOM IS HOURLY GROWJOURNEY ENDED
was the unfurling of the original
ING MORE SERIOUS
WHEN HE FALL8
flag that inspired Key to write the
national hymn over the ramparts of
historic Fort McHenry.
MAY BE GENERAL REBELLION
THE MACHINE IS A WRECK

racing enthusiasts will gather at
tomorrow to witness the run
ning of the St Leger, the last of the
great classic races of the season. The
latest quotations on the event shov
King William to be the favorite, wit."!
Lyacon and Prince Palatine as second
and third choice respectively.
The St. Leger never fails to attract
AT SPECIAL
ELECTION
STATE a crowd that is second only in point
of numbers for a flat racing event to
VOTES TO GET RID OF
the Derby at Epsom. Tomorrow's
LAW.
race will be the 136th contest for the
great event named after a certain
THE RESULT WAS VERY CLOSE Colonel St. Leger, who nearly a cen
tury and a half ago lived at Doncas- ter. It was he who suggested thfc
RETURNS WERE' SLOW IN COM race. It was in the early part of 1775 AVIATOR THOUGHT TO HAVE
that "a sweepstakes of 25 guineas
ING IN AND BOTH SIDES
SUSTAINED SERIOUS INTER"
was inaug
each for
CLAIMED VICTORY.
NAL INJURIES
urated. The distance was two miles,
was reduced in 1813 to one mile and
A PROTEST MAY BE RESULT six furlongs and 193 yards. Later on
TODAY'S TRIP WAS DIFFICULT
it was further reduced to 61 yards,
which is the present distance.
PRESIDENT OF THE NO LICENSE
HAD FOWLER
IN
SUCCEEDED
LEAGUE SAYS STEPS WILL BE
CROSSING SIERRAS, HE MIGHT
HONOR CHRISTIAN ENDEAVORER
TAKEN FOR NEW COUNT.
Ottawa, Ont, Sept 12. Rev. Fran
HAVE TRIUMPHED
cis E. Clark, founder of the Christian
was a guest of
Portland, Me., Sept 12. Unofficial Endeavor society,'
Alta, Calif., Sept. 12. The cross
a
held here today
at
convention
honor
returns Indicate that prohibition was
continent
flight , of Aviator Robert
voted out of the constitution of Maine by the Ontario and Quebec branches S. Fowler was
interrupted near here
The
of
the
organization.
gathering
yesterday by a majority of about
six- at 10:05 this morning by a fall which
In
of
Dr.
was
held
Clarke's
honor
e
small towns
1,000. About twenty-fivresulted in the demolition of the ae
have not reported and the vote tieth birthday anniversary. This aft
roplane and perhaps serious injury
to
ernoon
the
the
journeyed
delegates
of theBe, together with errors Incident
to Fowler. The latter Was brought to
Dr.
of
of
Aylmer, the birthplace
to the collection of returns by leiw town
Alta, and while he asserted that his
ser
held
a
memorial
and
Clarke,
phone, still leave the exact result in
injuries were confined to a sprained
vice at the grave of his mother.
some doubt
back, it is feared that he has been
Official returns from 225 cities,
hurt internally.
towns and plantations, used In revisThe machine is a wreck) and cannot
ARRANGEMENTS
ALL
ing the unofficial figures of last
be
repaired for the continuance of
night, have reduced the repeal maFowler says that the
the journey.
168
votes.
to
At
12:45
m.,
p.
GAMES
jority
was
after
Colfax,
MADEJFOR
flight,
leaving.
the wiping out of the apparent masmooth and he entertained every hope
was
for
the
indicated.
At
repeal
jority
of successfully topping the Sierras
A
2:15 o'clock It, looked as if the official ALBUQUERQUE
WILL OPEN
the encountering of contrary
despite
one
or
the
other
would
way
margin
THREE DAYS' SERIES .HERE
and perpelxlng air currents. When in
he slight The prohibitionists were
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
the neighborhood of Alta, and about
hopeful that further figures would
two miles east of Dutch Flat, some
turn the result In their favor.
The Laa Vegas Maroons and the thing suddenly went wrong with the
Little change in the apparent re
sult was shown today toy a revision of Albuquerque Grays will meet for the aeroplane and the machine began gothe returns of the vote cast at yes- return series of three games at ing around in circles and dipping to
terday's special election on the ques- Amusement park, according to sched- the earth, getting completely beyond
tion of taking prohibition from the ule, on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. the control of the aviator. The aerostate constitution. ' Fourteen, towns This is what Acting Manager D. "W. plane struck; in the top of "a large
had not been heard from, and without Lee of the locals announced last night pine tree at the edge of a gorge',
these towns the. vote stood: For re- after holding a conversation over the wrecking the machine, which settled
peal, 60,721; against repeal, 69,958. telephone with Tan Padllla, manager swiftly to the rocky ground.
Fowler was caught in the wreckThis gave a majority of 763 for the of the Grays. At first it was thought
Persons in Alta and Dutch Flat
age.
not
would
of
the
amendment
Duke
the
that
repeal
City boys
prohibitory
to the state constitution.
recover sufficiently from the defeat witnessed the fall, and rushed to
Former Mayor Adam P. Leighton of administered to them by ,the Maroons Fowler's aid. The altitude at this
Portland, president of the No License on Sunday, as Dan Padilla, it is said point. is 6,300 feet.
league, announced today that steps was threatened with a case of nervous
would be taken for a recount of 'the protsratlon and the Invincible Weeks
Made a Good Start
vote unless the official returns should had an attack of cold feet. But, how
Auburn, Calif., Sept. 12. Robert S.
materially increase the majority for ever, the doctor called in for consul Fowler rose from the ground here at
the repeal of the amendment. Official tation prevented anything as Berious. 9.33 o'clock this morning to begin
returns had been received this morn- The Grays will land here on Friday the second day of his transcontinencities and towns.
ing from fifty-siand will again put up a game fight tal aeroplane flight.
Next in interest to the prohibition
The aviator faces the most difficult
the slugging Maroons.
against
Question was that of the adontlnn or
On account of the fact that Friday flight of the journey today. He must
rejection of a state-wid- e
primary act Is railroad pay day an effort was cross the Sierras and expects to reach
Returns thus far received indicate made to change the schedule so that an altitude of more ..than 8,000 feet.
its adoption by a good margin. The the opening game could be played on He said he
probably would fly about
'
official vote from seventy cities and
Sunday. This would have permitted 2,000 feet above the summit, which
towns at hand this morning shows
the Btores to close one or two after would give him an altitude of be23,780 favorable and 6,362 opposing noons
during the series and would tween 8,500 and 9,000 feet.
votes, a majority in favor of 17,418. have increased the attendance at the
Expecting to encounter severe cold
The defeat of the proposition hi
materially. Manager Padllla, during the three and a half or four
games
make Agusta forever the seat of gov
however, was unable to. agree to a hours in crossing over the mountains.
ernment was indicated early.
change in the dates as some of his Fowler dressed warmly this morning.
players are employed In Albuquerque He carried beef tea and a thermal
It Didn't Go Wet
and could not make arrangements to heater on the biplane and will depend
Spring Lake, Me., Sept. 12. Gov- get away from their work later in on chocolate wafers to satisfy his
ernor Frederick W. Plainsted .of the month.
Fowler
hunger while in the air.
Maine said today:
The Maroons were treated so court- plans to spend the night in Winne-muoc"Maine did not vote to go wet It
Nevada, a distance by rail
eously in Albuquerque that it is up
voted to take out of the constitution to the local fans to give the Grays a from this town of 292 miles. He will
the prohibitory amendments. That warm' welcome when they come here
travel by the way of Fallon and
means total prohibition inieaa o
Lovelock.
local nullification. It means that the
WORK IN TUNNEL RESUMED.
people of Maine are going to be honCripple Creek, Colo., Sept. 12.
est with themselves. I believe that Work
A Mile a Minute
has been resumed in the Rooseunder the local option law such as is
Colfax,
Calif., Sept 12. Fowler
tunnel
and
any
velt deep drainage
likely to come as a result of the vote stroke of the steel drill may be the passed Colfax, 15.7 miles from Auof the legislature we will see more one
that will unwater the lower levels burn, and 124.4 miles from San Franactual prohibition in Maine than we
cisco,; at 9:55 o'clock a. m. He wa3
of the district and hum -have ever seen under our prohibitory
miles
for mining operations the vast Btores flyitlg at the rate of sixty-fivlaws."
of ore as yet untouched. This was an hour at an elevation of about 8,000
the announcement made today by A feet. Fowler made the eleven miles
LOCAL FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS E. Carleton, one of the large finan- to Applegate in exactly eleven minutes.
Springfield, 111., Sept. 12. A large cial backers of the tunnel project
and representative attendance marked
the opening in this city today of the
BANK ROBBERS CORNERED.
BROKERAGE FIRM FAILS
annual convention of the Illinois AsSalt Lake City, Sept. 12. A report
York, Sept. 12. The suspenNew
sociation of Local Fire Insurance came from Cokeville, Wyo this aftVan Schaick and company,
of
sion
The business sessions will ernoon that Hush Whitney, the outagents.
of the New York Stock Exmembers
continue two days and will be liber- law, and his brother, Charles, who
announced today. The
was
ally interspersed with features of en- held up and robbed depositors in the change
as unimportant.
was
failure
regarded
tertainment, including a smoker at State bank of that place yesterday,
the Illinois Country club and a ban- have been located in Smith' Fork canquet tomorrow night at the New
miles
yon, about twenty-fiv- e
from
WILL TEMPT FATE FARTHER.
hotel.
Cokeville, and that the pursuing posse
Hempstead, N. Y., Sept. 12. Mrs.
is closing' in on the bandits.
Ralph Johnstone, whose husband met
Mrs. A. W, Patterson, after a 10114
death in an aeroplane accident last
and serious illness at her home on
E. R. Paul, auditor for the New year in Denver, has decided to take
Third street, has been taken to ihe Mexico Central railroad, arrived In
up aviation, and this weeK will begin
Las Vegas hospital to receive treat Las Vegas this morning on a business the first of her series of lessons on
ment.
trip. He lives in Santa Fe.
the Hempstead plains.
Don-caste- r

SEPTEMBER

e

CONVICT CAUGHT.

s

Los - Angeles, Sept i2. H. L.
Powell, who made a sensational escape from the Canon City, Colo., penr
Itentiary last June, was arrested here
last night after he had been trailed
by Colorado officers. He readily ad-- '
mitted his identity and said he would
not make a fight against extradition.
Powell was serving time for burglary

PACIFIC VESSEL
IS Fl INDERED

J

AT SEA

Star-Spangle-d

Canon City, Colo., 8ept 12. H. P, STEAMSHIP RAMONA 8TRIKES ON
Powell, who was reported arrested in
SPANISH ISLANDS AND SINK8
Los Angeles yesterday, was not an
RAPIDLY.
escaped convict from the Colorado
was
on parole, hav
penitentiary but
ing been released from the Mesa
PASSENGERS ANDCREWESCAPE
county road camp July 14, 1911. Pow
POSTMASTERS ASSEMBLE.
ell left the state without permission
Omaha, Neb., Sept. 12. The Na BUSINESS HAS BEEN SUSPEND and was traced to Los Angeles, where SHIPWRECKED MEN AND WOMEN
tlonal Association of Postmasters of
he was arrested.
ED AND MANY PEOPLE ARE
SAVE ONLY THE CLOTHES
j
'
the first class assembled here today,
FLEEING FOR LIFE
THEY WERE WEARING.
with Postmaster General Hitchcock
CHANCE FOR WALSH. .
and Superintendent Thomas of the
Leavenworth, Kan., Sept. 12. More
division of rural mails as the principal FOREIGNERS ARE UNMOLESTED than ordinary interest attaches to th THE LOSS IS ABOUT
$200,009
guests. The operation of the postal
meeting of the Federal parole board
the
met
which
banks,
here today. It is expected
savings
parcel post problem and the Improvement of the pos- FOUR GUNBOATS ARE PROTECT- that before the meeting adjourns ac THE SHIP WAS EN ROUTE FROM
tal service in general will be topics
ING MISSIONARIES
tion will be taken in the case of John
ALASKA TO SEATTLE AMD
AND
of public interest that will be brought
R. Walsh, the aged Chicago banker
LOADED HEAVILY.
OTHER ALIENS
before the convention after it settles
who is serving a term in the Leaven
down to business.
worth penitentiary for violation of the
Seattle, Wash. Sept. 12. The wood
Cheng Kiang, Western China, Sept, banking laws. Mr. Walsh has now
en steamship Ramona, of the Pacific
12. A serious rebellion has occurred
MICHIGAN POSTMASTERS
MEET.
served
of
sentence
his
of
in the district of Cheng Tu. The sol
five years and since all of the out Coast Steamship company, bound
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 12. Detroit is
to
diers refused
obey instructions standing indictments against him have from Skagway for Seattle with pasentertaining for two days the annual
to
are
and
bring force against been dismissed he is eligible to pa- sengers and freight, went ashore on.
trying
meeting of the Michigan branch of the
one ot the Spanish Islands, opposite
control
the
of the rail role.
government
.
National League of Postmasters of
Cape
Decision, Alaska, at 8:30 o'clock.
are
The
schools
closed.
third and fourth class offices. Post- way.
and
has
been
Business
Sunday
morning, and is a total loss.
suspended
masters from every part of the staU
The passengers and crew of twenty- were in attendance at the opening of unless the uprising is stopped it RIVERS OF LAVA
four men were taken off 1by the
may lead to a general rebellion. Con
the proceedings today.
steamship Northwestern, and are on
ditions are precarious. The mission
their way to Seattle.
aries are concentrating here. - Four
The passenger
list undoubtedly
available
all
provide
gunboats
foreign
CONFIDENCE MEN
was
large as the fall exodus from'
protection. Cheng Tu is quiet The
Alaska has begun. The Ramona
uprising is not at present directed
THE ERUPTION OF MOUNT ETNA probably struck in a fog. She was
foreigners.
against
MADE A FORTUNE
valued at $200,000.
THREATENS DESRUCTION OF
The passengers of the Ramona,
AND
VINEYARDS.
FORESTS
Reach
Peking
Refugees
who
barely escaped with their lives.
Peking, Sept. 12. The British le
so speedily did the ship sink, saved
NETTED OVER A MILLION DOLgation received a telegram today stat
Cantanla, Sicily, Sept. 12. The ac nothing but the clothes they wore.
LARS IN TWO YEARS BY
ing that the first party of refugees tivity of Mount Etna increases. Six- Thirty of the passengers and crew
THEIR SCHEMES
from Cheng Tu arrived in safety at teen new fissures have opened and were
picked up by the fishing steam
Sui Fu. Evidently these refugees, from the two nearest the base ot the er
Grant The remainder landed on
says volcano a great stream of lava issues. the
Chicago, Sept 12. S. A. Potter some of whom the despatch
Spanish ' Island, which is tim
alias George W. Post, said toy federal were British citizens came down the It is moving at the rate of 1,250 feet bered but uninhabited, and remained
an hour and today had covered sev- there a
officials to be one of the best known river by junk and were met by
day and a night The freight
British gunboat.
eral
miles toward
Linguaglosso,
goldbrick) and givn gofyls confidence
steamer Delhi came along and the
" "
arSeventeen
British
have
refugees
men in the world, was arrested today
northeast of Etna.
shipwrecked voyagers rowed out to
by C. F. De Woody, division super- rived at Sui Fu. Most of them are
Llnguaglossa and Randazzo, to the her and were taken aboard. SubsedisA
women
and
children.
belated
intendent of the department of justice
northwest, are on elevations and are
the Northwestern took the
on a charge of operating a confid patch to the British legation, dated not threatened by the flow of lava, quently
passengers from both the Grant and
9,
Tu,
Cheng
says:
September
ence game. Potter and two companthough storms of ashes are beating the Delhi and all are on their way
"The other missionaries remain at on them. The residents,
ions, for whom federal officials are
however, are to Seattle.
searching, are said to have netted Cheng Tu upon the advice of the panic stricken and some have dewho is confident. The troops serted the towns.
$1,500,000 in the past .few years by viceroy,
Earthquake shocks
easily repulsed both the attacks on continue.
the operation f their schemes.
ROMERO'S CANDIDACY
The river of lava has invaded the
The swindlers also operated in the government houses and the later
on
attack
of
the
the
gates
city."
centuries old forests of larch and
"salted" gold mines, according to fedMEETSAPPROVAL
eral officials. Potter made his headpine and appears about to destroy .the
beautiful
and
or
nutwoods.
some
in
either
vineyards
quarters
Chicago
It is expected soon to reach the railother large city, while his companions
way line circling Mount Etna at a REPUBLICANS OF MORA, COLFAX
went to London, Berlin and other for NO STRIKE UNTIL
AND UNION COUNTIES EXpoint between Llnguaglossa and Ran
eign cities to interest wealthy men
dazzo.
In the gold mine swindle.
PECTED TO HELP HIM
AFTER CONFERENCE
The men are said to have operated
In nearly every large city in the
Throughout northern New Mexico
world during the last ten years.
CATTLE MAN ASSERTS
the candidacy of Secundlno Romero
INTERNATIONAL
OFFICERS TO
of Las Vegas for nomination for govGATHER IN KANSAS CITY TO
ernor
of the new state by the coming
RATES NOT EQUITABLE
CONDON IS AWARDED
state convention of the republican
DISCUSS SITUATION.
praty Is meeting with the approval
CONTRACT FOR COAL Los
IN of the members of that party. Recent
OKLAHOMA
CITY
HEARING
OF
Angeles, Calif., Sept. 12. A
visitors to Clayton, where court was
TERSTATE COMMISSION IS
sudden but unexplained change in the
in session last week, say that the reIN PROGRESS
of J. W. Kline, International
SCHOOL
.BOARD .AT .REGULAR plans
publicans of Union county are strong
president of the Blacksmiths' and
" SESSION PROVIDES FUEL FOR
for Mr. Romero. In Colfax county
who
arrived
Helpers' union,
yesterday
Oklahoma City, Okla., Sept 12. In the republicans Individually are exCOMING WINTER
from San Francisco with the inten- the interstate commerce
commis pressing their approval of Mr. Romero
tion of going east by way of Salt sion's
here today S. H. Cow as a candidate for the governor's
hearing
The board of education held its Lake City, calls for his probable re- an, representing two cattle associa chair. The
party as a whole is exregular meeting for the month of Sep turn to San Francisco tonight, accord- tions, described the fight which, he pected to take similar action.
tember last night and opened bids ing to his statement today.
said, had been made for several
Mora county will be a strong supHe declared that there was no
for the coal supply for the coming
years by cattle raisers for equitable porter of Mr. Romero, according to
in
situation
the
from
resulting
year. The date for the annual New change
railroad rates.
Esteban H. Biernbaum, deputy sherMexico Educational convention was the refusal of Julius Kruttschnitt, diHe declared the rate to Oklahoma iff of that county, who was here yesof
rector
of
maintenance
of
the City from Texas points, with the exway
also announced. At the meeting,
terday from his home in Mora oa ofwhich was of short duration the bids Harriman system, to recognize the ception of the Texas Panhandle and ficial
business. Mr. Biernbaum' says
of
Federation
Crafts.
Kline
said other
Shop
for furnishing coal were opened
territory adjacent to Oklahoma many of the, members of the republi
a
if
strike
wa3
that
would
it
called,
and D. W. Condon was the sucessful
should be approximately fifteen can county central committee In Mora
not be before he and other interna- City,
2
competitor. The supply for
cents lower than the rates from the county have endorsed Mr. Romero
will be about 125 tons, a3 estimated tional officers had held a meeting in same points to Kansas City.. From
and it is expected that the entire
Kansas City.
by the board last night.
the Texas Panhandle and territory committee will take such action in
'wlho
The
other
official
arrived
. .The date
of the Educational conadjacent to Oklahoma City, Mr. Cow the immediate future. Similar
revention has been changed from the here with Kline expect to start late an thoughtthe rate ought to be two
are
from
received
.being
ports
many
for
Kansas
of
City by way
Christmas holidays to November 16, today
cents lower to Oklahoma City than parts of the state.
17 and 18. The change will be wel- Tucson, Ariz., and El Paso, San An- to Fort Worth.
comed by the teachers. It will give tonio and Houston, Texas, addressing
the school the benefit of the recom- a mass meeting in the latter city In
FOR ONCE HE IS QUIET.
AMERICANS AiRE WINNERS:
mendations of the convention this the next few days, and conferring
Gainesville,
Texas, Sept 12 United
New
with
union
officers
York, Sept. 12. In the tennis-in
all
cities
the
year and action taken will be in ef'
States Senator J. W. Bailey will leave
championship tournament today, Mo- fect for eight months instead of six they visit.
here tomorrow for Washington. Since
Loughlin, American, beat Dixon.
as formerly. The teachers appreciate
the statement made on his arrival
British, the first set
Larned,
the change as it gives them a ChristChicago, Sept. 12. Following he here last week that he would not be American, beat Lowe, British, the- mas holiday, to rest up instead of a refusal of the International Associa
candidate for
he has first set,
week of hard worki The meeting is tion of Machinsts to back
financially refused to give out anything further.
Dixon, British, beat McLoughlin
to be held in Santa Fe.
the proposed strike of Illinois Central
Lowev
American, the second h it,
railroad shopmen in support of the
ELEVEN SOLDIERS DROWN.
British, beat Larned, American, the
WOMAN MAKES LONG FLIGHT.
international
officials
federation,
12. Tiia second set,
Dresden, Saxony, Sept
u
here in charge of the situation pre Saxon army maneuvers assumed a reBuoy, France, Sept 12. Helene
Larned,- American, bsat Lowe, Britmade a new mark in competi- pared to hold another conference this alistic character today when eleven ish the third set
;
McLoughlin,
tion ofr the women's cup .today by afternoon with a view to putting the Uhlans lost their lives while attempt
American, beat Dixon, Brltisht the
,::
flying 136.62 miles.
controversy up to the employes.
third set,' 6 3.
ing to swim the river Elbe.
-
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TWO

SEPTEMBER

12, 1911.

has positive proof that Captain Jede-- 1
of Michigan and Oswald of Oregon.
diam Strong Smith took the first
In addition to utcse named a num
wagons over that trail ln 1822 and in
ber of other governors will have a
1823 he took the first wagons over the
Included
part In the proceedings.
Jud-sonumblr
are
Governors
Oregon Trail.
among the
OLD
Jedediah saw the Great Salt Lane
Harmon of JOhlo, Simeon E. Bald
in 1819 and he was the first white
win of Connecticut, Tasker L. Oddle
man whose eyes ever looked upon 1L
of Nevada, vlliam E. Glasscock of
In 1824 he took a company of trappeis
West Virgin!!, William H. Mann of
to the mountains and he sent Jim
South
of
S.
Rcert
Vessey
Virginia,
Y. Sanders of LouisBridger, Bill Sublette, Mike Fink and
Dakota,
The most popular headgear of the season, Stylish, Serviceable and Attractive
CHIEF EXECUTIVES OF THIRTY-SI- iana, Robet P. Bass of New Hamp- KANSAS FARMER IS DESCENDANT several other in to trap near Salt
Lake. History gives to Bridger the
shire, Maon E. Hay of Washington,
OF KING CHARLES I, WHOSE
STATES PRESENT AT
credit
of being the discoverer of Salt
J.
Aram
of
Texas,
Oscar
B.Colquitt
HEAD WAS CUT OFF.
ROLL CALL TODAY.
Lake, but E. D. Smith has the proofs,
Pothler fat Rhode Island, Richard E.
in the original journals kept by JedeSloan df Arizona, John F. Shafroth
A man with royal blood in his veins diah S, Smith, that the was the disSpring Lake. N. J.. Sept. 12. If the of Colorado, James H. Hawley of
We also have' an excellent varity of Misses' and small Women's Tailored Suits and
solution of some of the great prob- Idaho, Albert W. Gilchrist of Florida, lives in a sod house on a Kansas coverer and that Bridger did not see
Dresses which we will be glad to show you. Sizes from 13 years up.
lems confronting , the nation at the Austin L. Crothers of Maryland, and prairie and has lived there for twenty-seve-n it until five years later.
In
years.
Is
led
Jedediah
1826,
tbo
to
Hawaii.
assisted
of
time
be
Smith
a
W. P. Freer
by
present
party
E. D. Smith, whose farm is three of trappers and Indian traders from
intelligent discussion of men well
miles southwest of Meade, Kan., Is de- Salt Lake to Los Angeles and the Paqualified to speak on the subjects
scended from a niece of King Charles cific coast, and from there north io
assigned them, then benefits of a JUDGE FIXES SPANK
I of England, who was beheaded in Folsom, Calif. In 1827 he found gold
Rosen wa Id
nature
may
widespread and lasting
New
1649 by the British house of commons. on the American
be expected to result from the annual
named
after
river,
LIMIT FOR KIDS Smith's great grandmother was a his
conference of the governors of the
camp there, and the same year he
Mexico's
niece of Andrew Jackson, oresldent of and two other men crossed the mounstates of the Union, which assembled
Block
United
the
tois
and
he
States,
directly tains eastward to Salt Lake, bringing
at the New Monmouth hotel here
UNDER EIGHTEEN descended from
YOUNGSTERS
John Quiney Adams, some gold with him, which he took to
day. It is, perhaps, one of the most
Leading
MONTHS SHOULD BE IMMUNE
another president, His grandfather's SL Louis. That was the first Cali
notable gatherings that has ever met
.
DECLARES-JURISTbrother was Captain Jededlah Strong fornia gold ever brought over the
to consider questions pertaining to
Plaza
Store
1Q6&
Smith, the original pathfinder of the mountains, and he was the first white
the public welfare. The conference
American plains and mountains, the man to find and traverse the mounwill continue until Saturday.
"Nobody under any circumstances
The roll call by Secretary William ever has any right to spank a baby a first white man who saw Salt Lake, tain pass afterward followed by the
Utah, the first white man who crossed gold hunters of 1849.
George Jordan of New York devel- year and a half old."
the mountains and deserts to Los AnIn 1831 Jedediah Smith was guidia
states
oped the fact that thirty-siMeantime Judge Porterfield's table
geles and the first man who brought a large party from SL Lpuis to Santa
were represented by their chief ex
Kansas
court
in
City
the
it
juvenile
ecutives, with the probability that was getting a resounding spanking gold from California to "the States." Fe. He crossed the Arkansas river at
Smith comes of a family of pioneers. the mouth of the Mulberry, near
to
several others will arrive in time
from the judge's fist and the crowd
take part in the later proceedings ol in the court room stood around the His ancestors, Jedediah and Ira Smith, Dodge City and went southwest ta
came from England with the Pilgrim some springs in a grove on Crooked
the conference. Maine and Califorrailing behind which the defendants Fathers and landed In
with
and
Plymouth in creek not far from where Meadd is.
nia, Washington
Florida,
and court officers were sitting.
1C20.
It had been a dry season and there
practically all of the intervening com
so
much
"And if I ever hear of you
When Charles III was king of Eng- was no water in the springs. Smith
monwealths, were yopresented. In as
on
of
hand
the
your
weight
laying
addition, the attendance included sev- that child again to punish her you'll land Earl Simonds of the Isle of Man started the caravan for Fargo Springs
was an officer of the king's household on the Cimarron and he rode ahead to
eral members of congress, financiers be
prosecuted in the criminal court," and he fell in love with the
of note, educators, jurists and capking's see if there was water there. Arrivthe judge went on. He was fairl7 niece and asked
Charles for her ing at the springs he dismounted and
tains of Industry who were specially
King
.
of
In
face
the
holes
shrinking hand in
invited to take part in the delibera- looking
marriage. The king was the while his horse was drinking be '. eld
Paul Wilson of 305 West Fifth streat
of his niece and he re- to the bridle and lay down to drink.
tions.
with administering the spank- legal guardian
Tickets on sale cbaily, fjood for stop-oveat any point in either direction, within final limit
fused to permit the wedding. Thereup- Suddenly a band of twenty Comanche
The gathering was called to order charged
ing.
on
11
Simniece
the
Earl
o'clock this morning.
eloped with
Indians appeared and the medicine
promptly at
Just a year ago today Paul Wilson
October 31, 1911.
The proceedings began with an adonds, who carried her to his vessel man came toward him. Smith momarwere
Burns
Mrs.
and
Margaret
Wood-rodress of welcome by Governor
and set sail for America. One of the tioned for him to stop, but the mediried and Wilson became the stepWilson of New Jersey and a rewent in pursuit and cine man kept advancing and when he
To make your trip complete do not fail to vitsi the
Elizabeth
of
father
Burns, king's warships
Margaret
overtook the eloping couple, but the was close enough he threw his spear
sponse for the visitors by Governor Mx
.months old, Jtepcjrt (reached
Joseph M. Carey, of Wyoming. The the Juvenile court that Wilson abused earl fired a cannon shot which carried which pierced Smith's arm. Smith
program for the remainder of the day the child and the
away the foremost of the king's ship drew his pistol and shot the medicine
family was in court and thereafter
included papers on "Strengthening
the earl and his bride man in the center of the forehead.
to tell about it this morning.
the Power of the Executive," by Govhad clear sailing. They landed in the Smith remounted his horse, but the
"Judge, I just spanked her three Carolinas and from there went to
ernors Eminett O'Neal of Alabama and
Indians, shaking their buffalo robes,
Wilson said in a matter of fact
times,"
Edwin L. Norris of Montana and an
Canada.
frightened the horse and it turned
.
on
bed
"She
wouldn't
the
sit
.
way.
address by Governor Augustus E. Will-soTwin boys were born of the mar- tail to the Indians, who shot their
I spanked her, of course."
and
of Kentucky on the "Possibilities
"What's that bruise on the baby's riage and the mother, niece of the arrows at Smith, one entering his
of the Governors' Conference," which
Any information regarding these and other trips will be cheerfully given at the ticket office.
king, died at their birth. After the back. He wheeled his horse, drew a,
face?"
the judge asked.
was listened to with close attention
"That's not from any spanking," death of his wife Earl Simonds went small hand ax from his belt and
by the distinguished assemblage.
Mrs.
Wilson interceded. "Mr. Wilson lrom anaua 10 isew xont siaie ana dashed In among the Indians. He
Employers' liability and working-men'- s
her only on the proper place ln the war of the revolution one of killed nine of them before he fell
compensation will be the gen spanked
to be chastised, and then I nla twm BOns ws a Tory and fought. from his horse and, as he lay on the
ichlldren
for
eral topic of discussion at tomorrow's
was cross. I'm not with the English. He was drowned in ground, he stabbed 'and killed three
she
when
sessions. The opening addresses will only
unable to take care of Lake Champlain while escaping with more, of the band of twenty Indians
I'm
and
well
MACCABEES BOOST RATES.
be made by Governors Eugene N. Foss
other British soldiers after the battle he killed thirteen. The surviving Inthe child sometimes."
Port Huron, Mich., Sept. 12. The
n
of Massachusetts and Charles S.
Gor- dians had such a respect I for Smith
ol
The
other
son,
Bennington.
Meantime little Margaret Elizabeth,
special session of the Great Camp of
of Illinois. A business session
from
her seat ln her mother'B lap, don Titus Vespasion Simonds, foughc that they buried his body with that the Knights of the Modern Maccabees,
will be held In the evening for the
man.
of
Later
the
medicine
their
with
After
Smith's
I
army.
revolutionary
crooned and stretched her chubby
called to take action on the proposed
Get Wise on Gloves
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consideration
from'
war
Miss
a
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the
he
married
Indians
the
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Jackson,
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sisat
who
hands toward the Judge,
In assessmfent rates, opened
Von know it', eipenrive to buy cheap glore.
of President Andrew Jackson. horse and weapons of SmUh
plans for the conference to be held
and increase
oil- - harThey .oak through with .team, water and
lent, his face growing, redder all the cousin
a
of
with
prospect
every
lively
today
next year.
den after witting don't protect your hand..
economical
most
iime. There is a limit to judicial Their daughter married Ralph Smith, learned from them the story of the
"AabMtol" Glove, are the
meeting. Like other fraternal insur
Thursday will be given over to the
dc. ciu-ratThey wear longra ana
grandson of Ira Smith, who had come fight.
5lore. Celebrated
poise. This case passed it.
Horaehide used in them u .team,
ance
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the
has
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of
consideration of
gensubjects
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caravan
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When
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the
Smith
heat
cinder
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proof.
Pilgrim
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colony
"Why, confound it," the judge said,
reached that stage of its career when
eral Interest and importance. The
"here you sit and quietly tell me about Fathers. Ralph Smith had two sons, piloting reached Fargo Springs they an increase in rates
on
appears neces
first will be the Inheritance tax,
mediSmith.
of
Ira
and
Jedediah
and
found
his
Ira
the
.that
body
Strong
that sweet little baby. I
to
meet
the
losses
resulting
sary
which subject the discussion will be spanking
was the father of E. D. Smith, the cine man buried together. The bodies
never heard of such a thing."
from the maturity of the first class
For Railroad Men
led by Governors John A. Dix of New
sod
of
lives
in
a
Indians
who
twelve
other
killed
Kansas
the
pioneer
by of certificates issued to the
"But, Judge," the wife again Interneret MilTea from wettlnic or
an perfect beM Oier tacm
early
York and Edmond W. Noel of Misswith rap aud w.ler. Tlrej
Bhnvel (rom heat, wuti
house. E. D. Smith went to Meade him lay unburied. Nine of them had
ana
rupted.
aolt
anorjr
and
old
members
geiredwith linen thread lock stitched
age
carrying
issippi. The second subject Is "The
twenty-seveBkulls
crown
The
to
cleft
their
from
chin.
years ago.
they "una tn uram.
"And you are a party to this, too, Kan.,
nrj n
as well as death benefit. . A
worth more 1MB outer giovo put
Right of the States to Fix Intra-Stat'E. D. Smith has finished the writ nuity
con- doctors said he was dying with con"I
can't
the
said.
madam,"
for the genii.nt
judge
dealer
Ask
your
considerable element of the member
rASBESTOC:
houldn t
Traffic Rates," which will be disIf h
ceive how a mother could defend a sumption. For a year he had been ing of his book. It is to be named
luve tli era tell tt hit name. w
is strenuously opposed to the
will see oo re vuppiira
ship
cussed by Governors Chester H.
on
Meade
of
and
is
'Jedediah
a
eggs.
Smith,
living
-"whisky
Strong
Knight
man who whipped her little baby. And
1"-""'EISENDRATH'S
Their repIncrease In assessments.
of Nebraska, Herbert S. Had- If I ever hear of either of you spank- nearly three thousand feet above the the West." It will be a valuable con
Elttndnth Glovi Co
CELEBRATED
resoluwill
a
Introduce
resentatives
others.
Thursday
ley of Missouri and
wuw
HORSE HIDE
ing her again, you'll both be in, sea, its air is pure and bracing. It tribution to the history of the west
evening a dinner will be given to the trouble. Understand? Meantime the healed Smith's lungs and he took a and will contain much that has not tion to meet the loss not by a raise
in rates but by abolishing a number
governors by the entertainment comday nursery will look after the baby land claim there, built a sod house been written heretofore.
of
highly paid offices that are demittee at the Spring Lake Casino.
and sent for his wife, and their three
while you are at work."
to be sinecures and by other
clared
"State Control of Public Utilities"
sod
were
in
children
the
ST.
ANNIVERSARY.
born
house.
ANDREWS
There were signs of tears in WilBY
FOR
the expenses of main
wise
will be the subject on Friday, the
reducing
Edinburg, Sept. 12. Delegates from
son's eyes. He had lost the air of Mr. Smith is prosperous, he owns
principal papers being by Governors carelessness that went bo well with nearly a section of land, has a herd the universities and learned societies taining the order.
Beryl F. Carroll of Iowa and Francis his white shirt sleeves and fancy tie of milch cows and an Irrigated gar of all the civilized world, noblemen
Promoters of the Wolgast McFarE. McGovern of Wisconsin. On Sat- when he
first came in. And the Wil den and orchard. He and his family and many others of note, assembled
urday morning "Problems of Prison son family left with the stepfather love the old sod house and have no today in Scotland's ancient ecclesias land bout ln Milwaukee September
Labor," will be the topic, with adwish to leave it It is large, roomy tical capital at the opening of the 15, except a $50,000 house.
a sweet, laughing child.
dresses by Governors Chase S. Osborn carrying
and comfortable, cool In summer and celebration of the 500th .anniversary
WHOLESALERS OP
warm In winter.
of the University of. St. Andrews.
Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves
Goods,
Clothing, Dry
DISCUSS DEEPER WATERWAYS.
For the last year Mr. Smith has Among the Americans present were
12.
The bet been
LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
Richmondw, Va., Sept.
writing the life history of his Prof. Josiah Royce of Harvard uni- HOW
ONE
terment of waterways throughout the
grandfather's brother, Captain Jede versity, Prof. Bernard P. Moses of the
entire country, but mainly those In diah Strong Smith, who was one ot University of California, and Dr.
the eastern part oi the United States, the most remVrkable men of the
WOMAN WON
eariy Leonard Stejneger, representing the
is the subject to be discussed by the
Institutian.
Smithsonian
days on the plains and mountains.
St. Andrews was founded in 1411
Every woman's heart responds to 1,000 delegates who assembled in For twelve years Mr. Smith was col
of
sweetness
a
charm
and
the
baby's Richmond today for the annual con Iecting data about Jedediah and he by Bishop Wardlaw and Is the oldest Her Health and Strength Back
voice, because nature intended her for vention of the Atlantic Deeper Waterhas documentary proof of all he has university of Scotland. Prior to Its
Again by The Use of Cardui.
But even the loving'
motherhood.
The purpose of written about him
founding the only opportunity for the
nature of a mother shrinks from the ways association. to
pass upon measordeal because such a time is regard- the convention is
Jedediah Strong Smith was born in education of the Scottish youth lay
Tampa, Fla. In a letter from this
ures
best
that
of
bring about the Western New York in 1797. When he in pilgrimages to other countries.
may
and
as
a period
ed
suffering
danger.
Mrs. E. C. Corum writes: "I was
city,
to
and
Women who use Mother's Friend are deepening of such waterways
was 13 years old he and his brother,
all weakened and worn out with wosaved much discomfort and suffering, promote the project for a chain of Inmanly troubles. My husband brought
D. Smith, enme some Cardui as a tonic, and, from
and their systems, being thoroughly land waterways from Boston to Beau-far- Ralph, grandafther of E.
ELKS MEET AT BLUEFIELD.
V
listed with a company of volunteers
prepared by this great remedy, are
W. V., Sept. 12. A state the first day, it seemed to help.
N. C, and thence to the Keys of for
Bluefield,
I
war
1812
of
had
the
almost
the
lost
British
reason,
my
but,
meet
against
the
in a healthy condition to
reunion of the Benevolent and Pro- thanks to Cardui, I did not. Soon, I
links ln the
time with the lea.st possible suffering Florida. Several of theroute are al- and they served on the flagship of tective Order of Elks
intercoastal
opened in this felt and looked like a new woman. I
Mother's Friend is proposed
and danger.
Commodore Perry on Lake Erie. HisI
with an attendance of dele- think the remedy is wonderful.
today
city
recommended only for the relief and ready completed or under
recommend It to my friends, for I hava
tory tells how the boy, Jedediah, with
Handled exclusively in Las Vegas
from
all
the
and
visitors
princiis
gates
of
mothers
in
it
;
comfort
expectant
received great benefit from it."
his squirrel rifle, silenced the guncities and towns of West Viron the weakno sense a remedy for various ills,
acts
Cardui
pal
specifically
ners on the British ships. Even then
but its many years of success, and
by
ginia. The gathering will last three ened womanly organs, strengthening
he was a wonderful marksman.
muscles and nerves, and building
GABY DESLYS COME TO U. S.
the thousands of endorsements reTomorrow the" delegates will the
days.
them up to health.
After the war of 1812 Jedediah went
ceived from women who have used it
London, Sept. 12. Gaby Deslys, the
visit the Elks' National Home at
s
It helps to refresh the worn-ou- t
are a guarantee of the benefit to be Parisian vaudeville artiste, whose vis- from Detroit to St Louis oyer the old Bedofrd City.
effects of
the
and
relieves
system
derived from its use. This remedy its to Lisbon are said to have
Vincennes Trail and from there went
overwork, both mental and physical.
does not accomplish wonders but simFifty years' successful use fully
to the revolution which cost jnto the wild west with different comNew
prove the merit of this purely vegeply assists nature to perfect its work. King Manuel his throne, sails today panies of trappers and Indian trader?.
HOLD UP PRICE OF COTTON.
tonic remedy for women.
Mother's Friend allays nausea, pre
table,
to begin an engagement of eight He was with companies headed by
Montgomery, Ala., Sept. 12. The
In every community, there live some
vents caking of
weeks in the United States. Her first Chouteau, Bicknell, Sublette ani satte commissioners of agriculture, to- Who have been benefited by Cardui.
the breasts, and
The beneficial effects of this time
of these
appearance is scheduled for the Win- others. He became a great scout and gether with representative bankers, tested
in every way
woman's remedy, soon show
our Competitors.Superiority
conwas
latmet
known
Indian
to
in
and
the farmers
business men,
ter Garden ln New York city the
fighter. He
contributes to
themselves, in many different ways.
ter part of this month. It Is said that Indians as "the roan who Bleeps with ference here today to consider plans
strong, healthy ?JL11SJLLU
Try it
motherhood. Mother '3 Friend is sold Miss Deslys is to receive a salary of one eye open." History says that to aid in holding up the price of cot
N. B. Write to; Ladles' Advisory Dent.. Chatta
Write for our free $4,000 a week
at drug stores.
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Special
during her appearances Bicknell took the first wagons over ton. All of the cotton growing states nooga
book, "Home Treatment
Instructions, and
Jxok for expectant mothers.
D. Smith were represented at the conference.
E.
Santa
the
but
in
for Women, sent in plain wrapper on request.
America.
Fe
trail,
Co.
REGULATOR
CO..
Atlanta,
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youth tip, and were taken with this
A POLITICAL TALK
disease and a violent and lasting
strain of the trouble has racked our
hearts and nervous systems and utterly ruined us keeping us in a state
of nervous prostration,
Placet Blame on Mother
In a postscript to the letter the
son says his father was not wholly
to blame In the case and even he
was abused by the mother.
CLEAN UP BIG PROFITS
THEY
MOTHER
CONVINCES
The Bennetts own a good-sizeTHREE
YEARLY IN. DRAFTING PLAY.
FULL GROWN SONS THEY
farm which yields them a comfortable living. Mr. Bennette, who seems
ERS FROM THE MINORS
ARE FATALLY ILL
to be a man of considerable Intelligence, does the farming and his wife
There will be no baseball war for
Gloversvine. N- Sept. 12. Al- devotes most of her time to caring
the time being and the baseball brokthough reputable physicians, hum-fin- e for the three 'Invalids."
ers can continue to draft and sell
officers, and many others have
The three men are fine types of
examined the three stalwart sons of
players at an immense profIL Durmanhood.
They are all six footers
Mr. and Mrs. John Bennett of the
the last five years the American
a
as
and although pale
result of their ing
town of Hope, Hamilton county, and
and National league magnates
league
long confinment, are still hardy, robfind nothing the matter with
been reaping
a considerable
them, ust men, able to get out and do a big have
in the brokerage business. A
the three men have been confined to
profit
work.
can be drafted from the
their beds for a period of from six day's
were at first mystified player
Physicians
to ten years.
American
association by either of the
over the strange case, but there Is
They were placed in this peculiar not one of the men who have examine major organiaztions for the mild sum
plight by the hypnotic influence of ed the men but who express the of $1,000, but It Isn't on record that
"We've scoured the town for votes."
the A. A. magnates ever bought anytheir mother, who has told them same
"And now I suppose you expect
as
men
are
that
the
opinion
thing from the majors for that small slean election."
they are suffering from heart disease, sound as a dollar.
amount.
George, aged 32 years, has been
The big leaguers will tell you ot
confined to his bed for the last eight
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
GUM VS. TOBACCO
the large amounts they pay for playyears; Ward, aged 28, has been In
CREDITORS
ers developed by the American assobed for the last ten years, and Frank
In the District Court of the United
ciation the O'Tooles, the Kelleys
aged 27 years, has not been out of
for the Fourth Judicial Disbed for a period of approximately six States,
and the Hunters but they don't
trict, of the Territory of New Mexico.
years.
say anything of the eight players that
In the matter of Sylvester Swadey
Not one of these strong, almost
they take annually by the draft route
74.
No.
in
Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt,
from the A. A. for $1,000 per head.
Perfect specimens of manhood has,
To the creditors of Sylvester Swad
in the opinion of those who examined
The
eight players taken each year
in
of the county of San Miguel,
for $8,000 wiM net at least $20,000 a
them, the least thing the matter with ley,
a bankrupt.
district
the
aforesaid,
them.
year to the big leagues. Nothing is
Notice is hereby given that on the
ever returned for- - the draft price.
Both Mr. and' Mrs. Bennett, Insist
D.
A.
the
1911,
Take
for instance Cravath. Minneathe men are suffering terribly and 7th day of September, was
said Sylvester Swadley
duly ad
both scoff at the idea that they have
lost Cravath by the draft price
polis
first
indeed a bankrupt:
that the
been hynotlzed. The town of Hope
but today Cantillon would
$1,000
creditors will bo held
has offered to have the men sent meeting of the
$5,000 for the slugging
willingly
give
in
to a hospital for treatment, but the at the office of the undersigned, on "GavvyV
New
In
Las
Mexico,
Vegas,
parents will not allow it. Hundreds Plaza,23rd
Hyatt has been drafted for $1,000
day of September, A. D.
have been interested In the strange the
by
Pittsburg, while it was only last
the
time
case and have visited the home, but 1911, at 2:00 p. m., at which
that Shay gave the Pirate
spring
said creditors may attend, prove their
no one has been able to fathom It.
same
$3,500 for this
management
claims, appoitn a trustee, examine
It
doesn't all break even by
September 28, 1910, one of the sons
player.
transact
and
books
wrote a letter secretly and had it the bankrupt's
means. Competition is rather
such other business as may properly any
"I'm going to a club smoker tonight,
mailed clandestinely to an acquainheavy in baseball, but the American Mrs. Jones."
come before said meeting.
tance. The letter, which was a plainasociation magnates must sell in
"Well, stop for me on your way
LEO M. TIPTON,
tive appeal for aid, was well written
when a star Is developed or lose home; our club is going to have
hurry
Referee in Bankruptcy.
and may be true, and, again, on the
him for practically nothing when the chewer."
Dated at Las Vegas, New Mexico,
other hand, It may have been the reseason opens.
drafting
this 11th day of September, A. D.
sult of the nervous condition of a 1911.
It is the small draft price that real
HIS VIEW
person suffering from imaginary trouly has caused all of the arguments
bles.
and the talk of war. The American
LABOR MEN MEET IN OMAHA.
Letter Sent to Friend
association asked that the draft price
12.
Delegates be raised to $5,000.
Omaha, Neb., Sept.
This letter was as follows:
Nothing unrea
from many of the cities and towns of
I have made several
sonable about the demand.
If the
complaints Nebraska assembled here
on
the
today
weren't
worth
much
that
the
concerning the suffering and the sitplayers
the fourth annual conuation of my brothers and myself. opening of
wouldn't have to Invest.
Federation of big leagues
State
the
of
vention
There are three of us sick and sufferHowever, they can draft a
Labor. Sessions will continue for sev Today,
for $1,000 and feel assured that
player
ing, helpless in bed with heart trou-bl.- e eral
days. Workingmen's compensa they can sell him for twice that
I tell you we are losing 'our
and
tion
legislation relating to woman amount without even giving him a
lives. What we are suffering Is the
child labor are the chief topics trial.
and
most cruel and Inhuman thing I ever
It's the brokers in baseball
slated for discussion. The report of
is
that
heard of.
causing all the trouble.
r
Secretary-TreasureW. A. Chrisman
Of late my mother has conducted
shows that more than 1000 organizanerseii in a more Brutish manner
tions, with a total membership of
than she has in a year. She raves about
INDIGESTION GOES
11,000, are now affiliated with
IN FIVE MINUTES
and yells at the top of her voice, us the federation.
ing abusive and profane language.
She locks father outdoors and won't
Heartburn, Dyspepsia, Gas and Other
UNION VETERAN LEGION.
get us anything to eat and will not
Storpach Misery Vanishes.
12.
twenty-sixtThe
Pittsburg, Sept.
allow him to get anything to eat. We
annual national encampment of
If what you just ate is souring on
can scarcely get food and sleep the Union Veteran
Legion began in
enough to prevent exhaustion, ana Meinlrial hall in this city today aid your stomach or lies like a lump of
Jim Is yo' got yo' life insured,
what the strain of excitement is do- will continue until the end of the lead, refusing to digeBt, or you belch Sam?
Sam Certainly I hasn't. I'se alwavs
ing to us with the starvation, is im- week. Several hundred delegates are Gas and Eructate sour, undigested
or have a feeling of Dizziness, armed.
possible to describe.
present, including National Comman- food,
Fullness, Nausea, Bad
My father Is brutish also and has der Nathan Munshower of oClumbus, Heartburn,
taste in mouth and stomach headache
no respetc for our lives.
O., Senirr Cice Commander William
GOOD REASON.
this Is Indigestion.
It seems a mystery to the public P. Griffith of Brooklyn, and Junior
A full case of Pape'n Diapepsin
why we have remained in bed so Vice Commander F E. McCabe of
costs
only 50 cents and will thorletter
nato
reveals
you the Beaver Falls, Pa. Nearly all the
long. This
stomach,
truth of the matter. We have been tional officers of the women's auxil- oughly cure your
and leave sufficient about the house
bothered with heart trouble from our iary are here.
in case some one else in the family
may suffer from stomach trouble or
Indigestion.
Jf X X Y 8
Ask your pharmacist to show you
T"Vavvvv
the formula plainly printed on these
cases, then you will under
stand why Dyspeptic trouble of all
Jilnds must go, and why Diapepsin
always relieves sour,
1
stomachs or Indigestion in five minI1
utes. Diapepsin is harmless and
tastes like candy, though each dose
contains power sufficient to digest
and prepare for assimilation into the
blood all the food you eat; besides, It
The Victim The burglar lighted
makes you go to the table with a matches all over the house, but he
me a bit, and I'm a
healthy appetite, but, what will please didn't disturb
y
very
light
sleeper.
you most, is that you will feel that
The Detective--Evident- ly
you are s
your stomach and intestines are clean married man.
and fresh, and you will not need to
resort to laxatives or liver pills for
POP KNEW
Biliousness or Constipation.
i
This city will have many Diapepsin
cranks, as some people will call
them, but you will be cranky about
this splendid stomach preparation, too,
if you ever try a little for Indigestion
mm
or Gastritis or any other Stomach
10
.
misery.
Get some Pape's Diapepsin now,
this minute, and forever rid yourself
ot Stomach Trouble and Indigestion.
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A.

Taichert

Mr. Foster
Mr. Palmar
W. Doll
Geo. Smith--

DONATIONS TO
HOSPITAL

'r'r

.......v.....
.,,

.60

;

,

.60

.,

.60
.50
.50

Anderson Tfiylor
.
.50
C. H. Stewart
.50
The ladies who are soliciting . for
Mr. Freeman
50
Las Vegas hospital are meeting w.ith
Cecil Boucher
.50
great success and every indication McMillan
,
50
points to the success of their financial T.
Mortimer
,.
.60
to
campaign
raise $3,000. The list Anlceta Baca
.26
of cash donations to date follow:
Harold Cohn
.26
San Miguel Bank....
$200.00 Bat Fram
jjg
First National Bank
100.00 Pilar
Abeyta
26
Gross. Kelly & Co
100 00 Bonifacio
Mares
.25
Charles Ilfeld Co
100.00 Nisson
and Sackman
5.00
Max Nordhaus
50.OO
Miss Rowland
6.00
D. Wlnternltz
30.00 Las
Steam
Vegas
16.75
Laundry
Plaza Trust Co
25.00 Mrs. D. W. Wean
6.00
J. H. Stearns
25.00 William Frank
2.00
Frank
Gehring
25.00 Mrs. E. C. Ward
Nina Yes, dear, on this old set3.00
25.00
tee my
courted my Mercantile Co.
R. A. Prentice
J.00
25.00 Mrs.
my grandfather Graaf & Hay ward
.'
Prentice
1.00
courted my grandmother and my fa- E. Rosenwald & Son
25.00 Mrs. F. B.
3.00
January
ther courted my mother.
Ice
Co
Crystal
25 00
This list is to be continued this
Fred Great Cupid! Did you say It C. Wiegand
25.00 week.
was a settee T
Appel Bros
20.00
Nina Why, certainly.
What did W. 3.
Gortner
15.00
you think It was?
15.00
Fred I thought perhaps it was a Chas. A. Splesg
Elmer E. Veeder
15.00 CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
spoon chest.
Stern & Nahm
15.00
Bacharach Bros
10.00
HARMONY
STATE CONVENTION
Brown & Manzanares
10.00
A Friend
10.OO
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham
10.00
Whereas, pursuant to the provisions
Louis Ilfeld
10.OO of the
Enabling Act and the resolu
John A. Pa pen
10.OO tion
adimtting New Mexico into the
H. Friedman
10.00 SiBterhood of States, the governor of
E. G. Murphey
10.00 New Mexico has issued his
proclamaRosenthal Furniture Co
10.00 tion ordering an election to be held
Will Springer
10.00 on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for
Mrs. John Clark
7.00 the purpose of
electing the various
Minnie Thompson
10.20 congressional, state,
legislative, JudiJohn Shank
6.50 cial and county officers authorized
by
John A. Ross
5.00 the constitution heretofore
adopted
'
Kate Wright
5.00 by the
people of New Mexico;
Chas. Rosenthal
5.00
Now, Therefore, pursuant
to and
Mrs. Gohlke
5.00 in accordance with resolutions
adopt
Vogt & Lewis
5.00 ed by the Republican Central Com
B. T. Mills
6.00 mittee of New Mexico In
convention
Winters Drug Co
5.00 asembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico,
H. Schirmer
5.00 on
Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a call
Mrs. Benjamin ...i
5.00 Is
hereby issued for the holding of the
6.00 first
,
Mrs. Noobrlde My husband and I Danziger Bros
republican state convention In
Chas.
6.00 the City of Las
O'Malley
always act In concert.
Vegas, New Mexico,
6.00 at 10 o'clock In the
Mrs. Oldun I'm astonished! I had Mrs. R. Flint
forenoon of Thursno idea that either of you were
Graaf Dry Goods Co
6.00 day, the 28th
day of September, A.
T. Johnson
5.00 D. 1911, for the
purpose of nominatC. V. Hedgcock
6.00
ing candidates for the various con
5.00
WHEN THE TROUBLE STARTS. Montgomery Bell
gressional and state offlecs created
W. G. Haydon
5.00 and authorized by law; and the Re
Mrs. Davis
6.00
publican Central committees of the
5.00 various counties of the new state exLudwlg W. Ilfeld
C. H. Bally
6.00 cept as otherwise by this committee
C. D. Boucher
25.00 ordered, are required to issue call
F. Harvey
25.00 for the holding, upon such notice and
A Friend
25.00 date as they may deem
expedient.
A. A. Jones
.
20.00 county conventions for the
purpose
J. D. W. Veeder
15.00 of electing delegates
to said state
D. J. Leahy
15.00 convention, at which the basis of reS. B. Davis, Jr
15.00
presentation shall be 1 delegate for
M. M. Sundt
15.00 each 100, or fraction thereof
of 50 or
H. G. Coors
15.0r- more, of the votes
cast for the republiChester Hunker
15.00 can candidates for
delegate to con
K. J. Taurert
10. 00 gress at the election
of 1908, and 1
Dr. F. E. Olney
10.00
delegate at large from each county
Henrietta C. Lucas
10.00 now in
existence; upon which basis
o.OP
Frank Bopo .
the representation at said state con5.00 vention from
Lydia McNair
the several counties of
M. Greenberger
5.00 New Mexico shall
be as follows:
Tenderfoot I should think it would M L.
5.00
Cooley
Bernalillo
25
be a lot of trouble for a man to pick
'
5.00
out his own oattle from among so fudge E. V. Long
10
Chaves
3.00
Duncan & Brown
many.
Colfax
17
3.00
Cowboy Oh! that's an easy matter. O. L. Gregory
5
Curry
The trouble begins when he picks out Chas. Greenclay
2.50
Dona Ana
13
some other man's cattle.
Geo. H. Hunker
2.50
4
Eddy
O. G. Schaefer
2.00
Grant
10
WHAT HE UNDERSTOOD
2.00
Perry Onion
'. .. 11
Guadalupe
Mrs. Treverton
2.00
Lincoln
.. 9
Earlckson & Sabln
2.00
Luna
,. 3
W. Koogler
2.p0
5
McKlnley
Pete Roth ...
2.00
Mora
15
'.
Lumber Co. .
2.00
7
Otero .'
''lN&
2.00
Jose Baca ...
11
Quay
2.00
El Dorado ...
16
Rio Arriba
2.00
Mr. Anderson
7
Roosevelt
R. L. M. Ross.
2.00
10
Sandoval
Gus Lehmann
1.00
6
''S0
San Juan
1.00
New Optic
30
San Miguel
Mr. Frelze
1.00
Santa Fe
17
1.00
Ida Laird
5
Sierra
M. Biehl
1.60
17
Socorro
1.50
Mr. Ciosson
13
Taos
1.00
Chinaman
8
Torrance
1.00
Cash
14
Union
M. J. Wood
1.00
15
Valencia
E. C. de Baca
1.00
Policeman Don't you see that sign E. S. Lewis
1.00
',...303
Total
"No Fishing Here?"
R.' Devlne
1.00
is recommended that in event the
It
Fisherman Sure, but It's wrong. I C. S. Brown .
1.00
,
same deelgates are not elected delenever saw better fishing anywhere.
N Fontaine
1.00
gates to the judicial and legislative
Frank Strass
1.00
district conventions that the same
NOT FOR HIM.
1.00
Jacobs
basis be used in the election of such
Ed Thias
1.00
district delegates and that such conMrs. M. R, Williams
1.00
shall be called and held, afventions
Mr. Randolph
1.00
ter
state
the
convention, at such time
E. E. Johnson
1.00
as may be agreed upon by
and
place
V. Jones
1.00
the chairmen of the central commitHoffman & Graubarth
1.00
tees of the several counties composO. Maloof
1.00
the respective districts mentioned,
Tucumcarl
1.00 ing
In default of agreement by said
or
Arthur Senecal
1.00
a majority of the deleMiss Anna Rieve
1.00 chairmen, by
to
such district conven
elect
gates
1.00
Calloway & Lowe
tion.
Juan Ortega
1.00
It Is further recommended that the
Mrs. Treverton
2.00
county conventions In and
republican
Cash
1.00
several counties, for the nomi
J. K. Martin....
1.00 for the
nation of county officers, be held afR. R. Larkln
1.00
;
.

k

,
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TEACHER FIFTY-FOUYEARS
New York, Sept. 12. After fifty-four years of service as teacher In the
East side schools, Charles F. Hart- man, principal of public school 106,
retired from his position today. In
the half century of his pedagogy Mr.
Tommy Say, pop, what's a diploHartman taught many a boy who mat?
The Golfer Do you play golf?
Pop He's a man who, when h
afterward attained distinction In the
Chauffeur
No; It Is so vary hard
can't
own
his
have
way, pretends that to hit
life of the metropolis.
anybody.
the other way Is hi.
R

-

L

-

.

F. Rublo
D. C. de Baca. .
Frank Vaughn ,
Mrs. Monslmer
Mrs. Lee ......
Joe Ortega
Gordon
,

.50

.60
.50
.50
.50
.60

.50

ter the state invention.

H. O. BTJRSTJM, Chairman.

JOSE D. SENA, Secretary.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.
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thing in human nature Jtot, Jjastltinctively responds to the appeal involved
In the rpectacle of a praying Jury, a
Jury, such as Amerkan
as
tempjjs of Justice need quite ,
of the cede of
urgeaHy as .a revision
.
.
f
i
praafice or new laws or mure
Drac'titioners.
Mr. Lincoln answered
that General (Grant
complaint
thy
by
was drinking too much whlsk
expressing the hope that other .Union
J 4n cumin would drink some fcfl'Ahe
same kind. Analogously, if praying
Jurors will bring In verdicts accordin e to the light they receive from
whatsoever source, according to their
consciences, according to the dictates
of their inmost souls, with vision
cleared by communion with the In
finitewhy, let's have more prayin
nresi, that's all. If praying juries
will bring in verdicts as they see the
individfaots, wholly disregarding
scales
In
the
weighing
prisoners
uals,
of inviolable justice and outraged
law and not according' to the specious
standards of the world, then more
such Juries are needed. If praying
will enable juries to make up their
minds in this spirit of humble reli
ance on divine counsel and not because the prisoner Is a rich man or
a poor man, a member of this order
or that, order or none; not because
the plaintiff or defendant is a cor
poration or a member of this or that
polltcal party or because the counsel are "friends of theirs" or enemiet.
if praying will lead Juries to cast
aside all these artificial distinctions
and unworthy passions and preju
'
dices and render a verdict that
reason
and
with
justice and
squares
a clear conscience, then a .little more
confidence can be placed in such
jury than in the average kind.
However this splendid standard
can be measured up to by American
juries, there can hardly be any dispute as to the imperative necessity
of such a standard being reached and
maintained. The goal has been established, the mark set, by that tittle
band of praying Virginia farmers
who discharged so magnificently the
solemn duty imposed upon them by
the law and who can take up' their
daily toil again with the conscious
ness that they did their duty under
the very eyes of Him to 'whom, they
so devoutly commended themselves.
'
Perhaps they strayed from evidence
to motives;
perhaps they were
straight-laceand unbending; per- hops they drew Inferences that were
not strictly legal; perhaps they cut
some of the Gordian knots of cir
cumstantial
evidence, , and argued
that such a man as the accused con
fessed himself to be and was proved
by others to be was such; a man as
they could believe guilty of the crime
charged beyond a reasonable doubt.
One of the most gratifying features
of the whole trial was the fact that
there was little attempt to cloud the
minds of the jurors, the efforts to
get the exact facts before the jury
commendable
throughout,
being
modified only by the reasonable reluctance of the prisoner's counsel to
permit his case to be injured.- But It is a logical Inference that a
dissolute hypocrite, pampered and
vicious and wallowing in all unclean-ness- ,
spurred on by primitive passions and apparently wholly devoid
of conscience, who could spend three
evenings a week with his paramour
while his unhappy wife was rocking
their baby's cradle, was a man who
would, with this and other powerful
motives, commit the cruel crime
charged against the prisoner. When
the logic of the inference was buttressed up with strong circumstantial
Jury, beevidence, the
lieving In clean living, in the manliness of all good men and the vindication of faithful wifehood's Inalienable right to vindication, was justified In getting up from its knees and
bringing In a verdict that will, if sus
tained, rid the world of one callous
degenerate, whose death will poorly
balance the life of sweet young wo
manhood that was extinguished in the
darkness of the lonely country road.
God-fearin- g
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The Virginia brand of Jury, Judge
and Justice is one on which,
no copyright or patent runs,
but which Is exceedingly rare, nevertheless. It Is a brand which might
well be copied In every court and
community In the land, for It Is as
nearly Ideal as could reasonably be
expected of the rank and file of fallible humanity.
Th
phere of the whole trial In Chesterfield court house has had a strange,
moral "tang" that has
reassuring
been exhilarating to all lovers of
Justice who have seen so many travesties upon It and who hope for better things.
There haB been a brooding spell
upon the scene that has been referred
to many times by the news writers
v ho went there from the big cities
a spell that made the court house
a shrine in the woods, a very temple
o; justice, where all the world-oldistinctions of wealth and social position melted away before the inexorable gaze of clear-eyeJustice. From a Jury whose members sang piously in the Intervals
"between sessions of court and who
prayed fervently before deliberating
upon the fate of the prisoner at the
bar, only a verdict which would
the fundamental principles of
human Justice could be expected. It
might be mistaken; it might not be
In exact accordance with the facts;
.a grievous wrong might be inflicted
upon the accused. But as nearly as
finite and erring human vision can
pierce the secret of human hearts
and interpret the law as laid down
by the court and the facts as brought
out by the evidence, the verdict returned under such circumstances may
well be regarded as Ideal.
'
The spectable of the Jury kneeling
"humbly In prayer for divine guidance,
not pharisaically or to be seen of
men, but with an overpowering sense
of the tremendous responsibility of
.their relation to the prisoner, to society and to themselves, is one that
'a wonderfully touching and wonderfully Instructive. It is a spectacle
that carries one back three centuries
He
along the Road to Yesterday.
can almost fancy a little band of Old
toll's Roundheads strangely out of
place In the home of the cavaliers of
the south. New England would seem
a more fitting geographical setting
such a scene. It may be taken
, for
BIO COAL VALUATIONS.
i
for granted that those praying Jurors
; are
not inherently any better or
Under the present scheme of clasI wiser
than the average American
government coal land, 56,089,sifying
"jury. The "higher critics" will, of 214 acres of withdrawn land , had
of
Jurors
sneer
i course,
at the eight
to
1, examined In geolo-gi- o
on their knees and prove that If been,detail August
and classified by the United
"circuit'
there was ever a spiritual
States geological survey. The lands
bet ween the throne . of grace and a
found to contain workable coal beds
jury room it was broken long ago. aggregated 1,873,370 acres. These
In truth, It is a phenomenon. One lands, in
tracts, have been
fan hardly Imagine a San Miguel coun-- appraised by the survey at a total
ty jury, for Instance, taking part In valuation of $711,992,37, in prices
aivch a spectacles at least one who has
ranging from the minimum figure
seen jury service. Other juries are stated in the coal law $10 to $20 an
jiot made up of "roughnecks" or acre, according to whether the land
"bribe takers or rascals. They are is located within 15 miles of the rail
made up of average, everyday citi road to figures of over $400 an acre
zens anxious to do equal and exact where the thickness of the
poaj teds
Justice between man and man for the may aggregate 60 80, or 100 feet,
even though some Juries or even more.
x
Jsnosr-pa- rt,
iiave brought in amazing verdicts and The government valuatloia accord
Jnave confessed to having, been, influ- In a
general way with the market vaenced by astounding reasons lor such lues of private coal lands in "the west,
verdicts.
although as a matter of fact they are
BuUwhen all is said, there iSHwme- - somewhat more liberal
fortu-unatel-

d

d

g

em-'flbo-

.
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God-fearin- g
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tTq"ur-

chaser. Four hundred dollars an acre
may seem a high price for Uncle
Sam's coal Jand, which a few years
ago might have been bought for $20
an acre. However, the geological
and
survey's plan of classification
valuation contemplates that the government should receive at least a
reasonable return for its coal, admittedly the most useful rock mineral
In its possession.
When it is understood that an acre
coal bed or seam
with, say a
contains approximately 72,000 tons of
coal, of which 40,000 tons are considered to be certainly recoverable, and
an acre with 100 feet of coal contains
100,000 tons of recoverable coal, the
price asked by the government, Instead of being exorbitant, seems, on
the other hand, hardly sufficient. On
land having a thickness of 80 feet of
coal 1400 would be
of a
cent per recoverable ton. In reality,
under the survey regulations, which
consider depth of the coal, number of
beds, quality, and other physical details, the prices Hxed ranee from 3
cents a ton for the most easily acces
sible recoverable coal of the best
down to a small fraction of a cent a
ton for the poorer and less accessible
coal.
At the minimum prices which were
In "effect before the government with
drawals of coal lands, the 16,873,370
acres above referred to would have
been priced at only $266,62,431, the
difference in favor of the public revenue at the new prices being therefore
$445,340,006. Under the provisions of
the national irrigation law the pro
ceeds from all sales of coal land are
credited to the "reclamation fund" so
that government irrigation has, as it
were, a considerable trust fund for
future operations.
,
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FORMIDABLE

THROWN

UP

REDOUBTS

ALONG RIVER

FRONT

TWITCHELL IS

IN

VITED TO ORGANIZE STATEWIDE AGGREGATION.

Colonel R. E. Twitchell has received a telegram from James G.
chairman of the committee on
sports for the coming statehood festival in El Paso asking him to select
a committee for the organization of
a baseball team to represent New
Mexico in a triangular match at the
Colonel
Twitchell was
celebration.
once the manager of the famous Las
Vegas Blues and could be counted on
to pick a winning team for the new
state and it is to be regretted that
he finds it impossibw to give the required time to the task.
However, Mr. Twitchell has turned
the telegram over to the management
of the local baseball aggregation and
it is hoped that the project will be
successful. The contest Is to be
played between representative teams
from Texas, Arizona, ana New Mexico, the winning club is to be given
a purse of $1,500.
Already Arizona is at wors: "loading up" for the series and Jim Douglas, the manager, thinks he has a
winner. W. W. Turney is the manager of the Texas team and has his
eyes on the fastest material in the
southwest That New Mexico be represented in this triangular match is
desired by all baseball fans of the
new state.
The dates set for the ball games
are during the week of October 16,
the last three days of the week being
the ones on which the New Mexico
team will play if it is entered. No
doubt this state will have a team that
will do credit and all of the arrangements will be watched with great Interest by the fans.
Mc-Nar-

Lower Calif., Sept 12.
Reinforced by 250 federal troops, who
arrived Saturday from Ensenada, the
regular garrison of 200 Mexican sol
diers began erection of formidable
redoubts today along the brink of the
dry canyon of New River, which
surrounds the town. According to the
military officers in charge, it; is the
Intention of the Mexican government
to render Mexican proof against any
attack by rebels In the future.
Mexicall,

PRESERVES

FRANCE

ANCIENT
CANNOT

DEPART

CONTROVERSY
LISHED

DIGNITY
IN

MOROCCAN

FROM ESTAB-- ,

PRINCIPLES

The cabinet met
Paris, Sept.
today to consider the French reply
to Germany's counter proposals conThe reply had
cerning Morocco.
been drawn up by Premier Caillaux
and the ministers were summoned especially to pass on It. It was understood that the French note had been
written in a spirit of conciliation, but
expressed a firm attitude on main
taining the position which France
has assumed on the question of prin
ciples from which she could not depart.
note Issued yesterday
A
indicated that the German conditions
will be refused.
The French reply reaffirms what
was deemed to be essential in
France's former proposals; the assurance to Germany of complete commercial liberty in Morocco within the
general principles which France engaged to make respected for all the
powers In Morocco, the French position being maintained
by reasons
based on the facts of the situation
and upon the international law.
The Temps this afternoon affirms
that France's answer will negative
most of the conditions for a settlement put forward by Germany. The
Temps regrets "the optimism' by command" shown In the Important German newspapers, In order to quiet
financial excitement.
Germany Is Spying
Verdum, France, Sept. 12. A balloon carrying three Germans crossed the frontier and came down today
were
in Rouvres. The balloonists
detained, as numerous freshly taken
photographs were found in their possession.
12.

Donacilano Gonzales, a sheep

own-

er from the lower Pecos valley came
In this morning to make arrangements for the disposal of his wool.

A HEALTHY,

HAPPY OLD AGE

May be promoted by those who
gently cleanse the system, now and
then, when in need of a laxative
remedy, by taking a deseitspoonful
of the ever refreshing, wholesome
and truly beneficial Syrup of Figs
and Elixir of Senna, which is the
only family laxative generally approved by the most eminent physicians, because it acts in a natural,
strengthening way and warms and
The finance committee having in tones up the internal organs without
charge the collection of funds for the weakening them. It is equally
big convention has been at work durthe very young and the miding the past two days. The commit- dle aged, as it is
always efficient and
tee is doing good work and is meetfree from all harmful ingredients. To
s
ing with loyal support from the
get its beneficial effects it is always
.of the city. ,.
necessary to buy the genuine, bearing the name of the Company
LOCAL FIRM WILL CONTINUE California
Fig Syrup Co. plainly
- printed on the frontof eyerypackage.
VALUABLEAGENCY
i

benefi-Ecialf-

citi-zen-

v

.

I

J
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O. G. Schaefer of this city have Just
close da deal whereby they will continue to be agents for ZEMO the
well known remedy for eczema, dandruff, and all diseases of the skin and
scalp.
The extraordinary leap that this
clean liquid external treatment for
skin affections has made into public
favor in the last few years proves It?
wonderful curative properties
and
makes it Indeed a valuable addition
to the fine stock of remedial agents
carried by O. G. Schaefer.
They have a limited supply of sam
ples. One of which will be given free
to any skin sufferer who wishes to
test the merit of the medicine. A
booklet "How to Preserve the Skin,"
wIH a!sdJbe given, to those Interested.

TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL NEWS.

OF AMERICA
The Valley Ranch

SWITZERLAND

The PLACE-t- he
TIME for
a VACATION. The rainy season is closed the FISHING
season is open. There is no better fishing in this country than
at Valley Ranch. Also hunting-horseback riding, tennis, etc..
combined with the best of
board, the best of baths, the
best of everything.. Rates $12 to
$15 per weekrr ."
A postal , will bring you our
illustrated booklet of the Upper
"
1
Pecos free.!
Address The Valley Ranch i
.. V Valley Ranch, N."M.'
,

'.

or

southern

$5.258.00;

tives steers

like variation higher and then sag
ged to 96. The close was firm
vousness in the stock market was with December 14 net higher at 96
shown in the uncertain fluctuations
v
Weakness developed in the corn
of prices during the morning. Foreign selling was less of a factor than pit as a, result ot the depression In
yesterday, pressure coming chiefly wheat December opened unchanged
to
off at 63
and
to64
from local traders. Some of the heavi- to
est selling bore the appearance of seemed inclined to keep near the
forced liquidation, the source of which lower level The close, was firm at
was still obscured. The weakness be- 64
for December, a net gain of
.
came more acute on annoucement of
Oats suffered from a lack of
the failure of a stock exchange firm support in sympathy,, with other
and many stocks sold within a small grain. December started unchanged
46
to
fraction of their low prices of yester- to a shade higher at. 45
and dropped to 45.
day. Missouri Pacific went down 1
Provisions eased off with hogs.
to 35 , the lowest level reached for
several years. Bonds were firm, with First sales were at last night's level
American Tobacco fours in active de- to 7 decline. January delivery was
for lard
for pork; $9.27
$16.02
mand.
for ribs.
During the noon hour, trading was and $8.32
.
more active, with a smart rebound in
Wheat, Sept 92; Dec. 96
ruled
Dec.
2
list
At
o'clock
Corn,
the
Sept.
64.
prices.
66;
Dec. 46(g) .
Oats, Sept
fractionally above the close yesterPork, January $16.00.
day.
30.
Lard, Sept $9.35; Jan. $9.27
The market closed firm. Profit-takinRibs, Sept. $8.75; Jan. $9.32.
sales were on a large scale for a
period In the last hour and the day
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
advances were generally cancelled.
12. Cattle Re
Chicago, Sept.
Pefore the close prices were rushed
up again to about the best, with the ceipts 6,000. Market weak.. Beeves
inquiry for Reading and Southwestern $3.008.10; Texas steers $4.40
steers $4.007.00;
C.40; western
stocks showing some urgency.
57
stockers and feeders $3.005.60;
Amalgamated Copper
115
cows and heifers $2.256.30; calves
American Beet Sugar '
102
$6.259.25.
Atchison
122
1J.O00.
Market
Hogs Receipts
Great Northern, pfd
mixed
102V4 weak.
New York Central
Lights $8;907.50;
114
Northern Pacifio
$6.857.50; heavy $6.657.40;
135
rough $6.656.90; good to choice
Reading
107
Southern Pacifio
heavy $6.907.40; pigs $4.607.10;
163
bulk of sales $6.857.25.
Union Pacific
48
Market
Sheep Receipts 35,000.
United States Steel
114
weak to 10 cents lower. Native $3.25
United States Steel, pfd
year3.80; western $2.403.85;
lings $3.754.65; lambs, native $3.73
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
5.60; western $4.155.65.
Chicago, Sept. 12. Heavily increased receipts at the beginning had a
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
bearish effect today on the wheat
Kansas City, Sept 1 2. nCattle Remarket. The opening was a shade
lower to
up. December started ceipts 17,000, including 2,000 southat 96V4 to , a sixteenth lower to a erns. Market steady to weak. Na- NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Sept. 12. Further ner

steers $3.755.2S; southern cows and
native cows and
heifers $2.754-50- ;
heifers $2.607.00; atockers and

.

semi-offici-

REPRESENT STATE
COLONEL

TUESDAY,

feeders $3.5005.75; bulls $3.00;
calves $4.507.75; western steers
$4.507.25; western cows $3.75
4.75.
Market
11,000.
Hogs Receipts
sales
of
Bulk
$7.107.30;
steady.
$7.157.35;
packers and butchers
lights $7.107.35.
16,0KJ. Market
Sheep Beceipts
steady. Muttons $3.003.60;' lambs
$4.2a5.50; range wethers and yeas-ling- s
$3. 00 4. 25; range ewes $2.10
3.75.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Sept. 12. Wool

Territory

strong.
diums

1720;
1115.

?9; fine

43;

Market
and western mefine mediums 18

' NEW YORK METAL
New York, Sept 12. Copper spot

g

lead dull 4.45g4.55;

11.9512.50;

52.

silver

NEW YORK' MONEY
New York, Sept. 12. Prime paper
Mexican dollars 45;
per cent;

4

per

2

call money steady

cent

.

ST. LOUIS SPELTER
St. Louis, Sept. 12. Lead

,

firm,

4.40; spelter 5.95.
Owing to the fact that several big
conventions will be n (session at
about that date, Judge Clarence J.
Roberts, probably will adjourn the district court of Colfax county, which
will open for the fall term on Monday, September 25, unf41;. the following Monday, October 2. The jurymen, many of whom have been notified to be present In court, will be
informed if an adjournment Is to be
taken. .

A

About Styles and Materials Which
Fashion Has Decreed Good for
Fall and Winter 1911-1- 2
Why Our StyBog and MatariafG are Supvrior

The Buyer with years of experience undoubtedly knows how to choose garments
suitable for his own locality. The experienced buyer goes to the very centre of commercial industry to select his goods, fle has found where all grades of merchandise are made
best and nothing but the best suits him. Our Buyer has made
trips to such
New
and
York,
Cincinnati,
St.
Chicago,
Louis,
Washington,
centres as
Philadelphia for
years. This year he has picked Fabrics and Garments superior to any ever shown in this
locality. Our goods are marked as cheap as they can be marked, allowing us a small legitimate profit. We invite an inspection of the finest Iin6 of merchandise ever collected
under one roof in Las Vegas. When will you favor us with a call?
semi-annu-

What Is Being
Shown in Ladies
Ready-to-wea-

al

and Serviceable Coats
Profusely

Nobby

r

Shown

Apparel
Suits of
mannish materials as well as
the softer, more delicately
woven fabrics.
26 and 28 inch Jackets only
d
or slightly fitted backs are all the rage-- all
jackets not plain! have
either satin or velvet collars
and cuffs lined with guary
anteed Skinner's Satin
sailor or notch collars. '.'
Skirts of straight line modt-:e: with
pleated panel back
with' or without high waist
y
mostly six' gored styles .
These suits are unique in
every way ther are worthy
of your inspection.
Prices

Smart Tailored

(Like Cut)

$12.50 to

semi-fitte-

$35.00

Cor-da-

Broadcloth

l,

Iff fli)

i

It
915
t

?''

ing

Cheviot

Serges

Fancy Back Coating
from the desirable
'

1

1

or slightly
styles

l:

and
maoe

semi-fitte-

5""'"

ni m

ml

$17.50 lo$40.00

.

Coat- -

Fancy

d

rr

fitted

tailored

with notch or close

fitting collar. All coats have
deep cuff.

i
J

About our Wool Dresses and Silk Dresses, we simply D"I
Ml
wish to state that they are all that can be desired

C flfl I ICOfl flfl
J.O.UU
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The
Opposite

Castaneda
,

Hotel

Store of, Quality"

Opposite

M

Castaneda

E.LASVEGAS.

N.Mr

Hotel

FIVE

mero, sentenced to one to two years
for forgery.
R. R. Bird came In from hi home
in El Paso last night on a buslnesf
'.
trip.
L. F. Warder came in from his
home in La Cueva yesterday afternoon n business.
Dean D. Clark arrived yesterdar
afternoon from El Paso on a short
business trip.
James Clay and Slgmund Nahm
have returned from a aheep purchasing trip into the country.
District Attorney Charles W. O.
Ward Is expected to return tonight
from a business trip to Santa Fe.
J. D. Hand left last night for Chicago where he will spend several
days looking after business Interests.
W. J. Burnett, a land man from
Iowa, returned to his home yesterday afternoon after spending several
days here.
T. B. Catron, one of Santa Fe's
most prominent attorneys, arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon on a
business trip. He returned home to-

PERSONALS

The Prescrip tlonist
'vvovovvovvovvovov

J. L Brown came In from Raton

The "man who v doe the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and .Why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
., in prescription filling.
Every
our
prescription
leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

'

CO.

Phone Main 3

TOQAY'S BASEBALL.

Boston, Sept. 12. The first game
today between New York and Boston
In the National league was won
by
New York.
R, H. E.
New York
9 9 0
Boston
6 13 1

MANN WINS OUT.
Albuquerque, N. M., Sept. 12.

The
county central committee of the republican party at a meeting held yesterday,
Judge Edward A.
Mann as chairman. The call for the
county convention, which will be held
September 23, waa issued. The action
of the central committee is a feature
of a fight between rival political

new and revised directory of the
Mountain State Telephone company
will he issued in the near future and
all corrections must be made by September 20. All orders for 'phones
that are filed on or before that date
will be registered in the new issue.
Persons desiring corrections made in
the directory should notify D. W.
Lee, manager of the Las Vegas
A

-

business
yesterday afternoon on
trip.
Mrs. E.' T'. Reynolds left today for
a several days' visit "with friends in
Watrous.
M. R." Williams 'Went' south this
afternoon"' on ' an' 'Inspection trip for
the Santa Fa ' r"":'f
'
B. S. Ellis will leave tomorrow
morning for a fishing trip on the
streams "of Mora county.
State Treasurer Miguel A. Otero
arrived this afternoon from his home
in Santa Fe on a short business trip.
H. L, Canter went to Ocate this
afternoon, " where he expects to go
into business with N. Weil of that
city.
F. J. Gehring, the hardware dealer, went to Wagon Mound this afternoon to look after some business affairs.
Louis Shupp went to Wagon Mound
tills afternoon in the interests of the
Charles Ilfeld company by whom he
is employed.' '
William Spiegelberg of Santa Fe is
a guest at the home of Simon Bach-arachaving arrived from his home
this afternoon.
Court Stenographer W. E. Gortner
has returned from Clayton where the
district' court was in besslon during
the- - past week.'
Joe Bowmari of Ocate left for Chicago today on a business trip, after
spending several days in this city
visiting friends and relatives.
Louis Ilfeld, brother of Charles Ilfeld of this city, came in this afternoon from Albuquerque on business
and during his stay will be his brother's guest.
Mrs. A. E. Rosenwald who has been
the guest at the home of her brother-in-laEmanuel Rosenwald for several days, returned to her home in Al
buquerque this afternoon.
Dr. M. F. Des Marias, Charles W. G.
Ward, John Florence and Fidel Ortiz have returned from an automobile
trip to Mora. Sunday they wers
caught in a torrential rain storm
which made the driving hard work.
While in Mora the party found sentiment strong among the republicans
in favor of Secundino Romero for governor of the new state.
Deputy Sheriff J. J. Brophy of Clay
ton. Union county, passed through
here yesterday on hiS way to the penitentiary with three recruits ror that
institution." The men were sentenced
by Judge C. J. Robevts at the recent
term of court at Clayton. They were
Ramon Martinez and Francisco
sentenced to one to two years
for horse stealing, and Bonifacio Ro

Jose Manuel Crespin, who resided
near the old woolen mills, died yesterday after a short Illness. The fu- neral was held this morning from thel
Catholic church in Upper Las Veas.
Mr. Crespin was an old timer, having resided in San Miguel county for
sixty years. He is survived by five
sons.
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genuine
Mallory Hat

f,
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Something new, unique and attractive.
Mallory derbies and soft hats in the navr
Fall styles are also here in wide variety;
j
Cravenetted, ol course.
,
Your hat is here.
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The Mallorv Scotch Finish Soft Hat
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day.
Don W. Lusk, for over two years

city editor of The Optic, has gone to
Albuquerque where he has taken a
responsible position on the Journal.
His family accompanied him.
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Kahle and
family! arrived here last Saturday
to reside In Las Vegas during the
coming winter. Mr. Kahle Is traveling auditor for the Wells Fargo Express company and Las Vegas is to
be his headquarters. The Kahles formerly lived In Trinidad.
At the request of the parents of
J. F. Faughn, who died at the Santa

Fe hospital last Friday,

E. ROSENWALD and SON

C.

John-se-

day afternoon.

GOVERNORS

LOOKED

TO FOR LEADERSHIP
SO

DECLARES

GOVERNOR

FRAN-

CIS E. M'GOVERN OF WISCONSIN AT ANNUAL MEETING

Spring Lake, N. J., Sept 12. Governor Woodrow Wilson, of New Jersey called the third annual conference of governors to order today.
were present.
Nineteen governors
of
Governor Francis E. McGovern
Wisconsin was elected temporary
chairman. In welcoming delegates
Governor Wilson said:
"The people of these United States
expect their governors to exercise
leadership of the most vital sort
Therefore, it Is of the most Importance that the men who undertake
the leadership should come together
in common council to consider the
affairs of the whole country."
Governor Jos. W. Carey of Wyom
ing made the response on behalf of
The governors plan
the delegates.
to visit Fort Hancock in a body tomorrow.
Governor John F. Shafroth of Colo
rado and his wife arrived today for
(he conference. When told of the
report that he had died suddenly
yesterday, Governor Shafroth smiled
and remarked that the report was un
true.
Need Better Divorce Laws.
After his opening remarks, Govern
or Carey called attention to the need
of uniform divorce legislation. "The question of divorce is the
most important question of the day,"
he said. "Personally, I come from a
woman's suffrage state and I want
to see every other state in the union
adopt woman's suffrage. I think it
would lead to a remedy for our divorce evil. There is a crying need
for the states to get together on this.
It would be wrong, In my opinion,
to appeal to congress for a constitutional amendment relating to divorce
when the states themselves can deal
effectively with the problem."

T

"That'aUie, bett hat I , ,
"I you've" had in yeari,Jack ! '

J1.

sent the

body to their
home in Glen Easton, W. Va., yester& Son,

wt

STRIKE IN SPAIN.;
Spring
Bllboa,
Sept. 12. Thre" was
a clash "between , strikers, and 'civil
guards last night in which the laU
ter fired into the crowd and wounded
eight persons, two fatally. It Is
thought. The trades unions have proclaimed a general strike here.
'

r

Max Nordhaus, manager for the
Charles Ilfeld company, is taking a
complete rest at his home on Douglas
avenue. Mr. Nordhaus Is acting on
the orders of his physicians.

IMPORTANT

Low Fares

LAWS

California

t0

PLANNED TO BE

Arizona

IS HAND DECORATED AND BEARS TOE NAME OF

Mexico

DISCUSSED

INTERESTING.

Denver, Colo., Sept. 12. That tho
time has come when all people of the
west Bhould know and understand
thoroughly the policy of the federal
government with respect to conserv
ing the public domain in the western
states is the opinion of the men who
are pushing the movement for the
Public Lands convention, which wll
be held in Denver September 25 to
October 3 inclusive.
Bills are pending in congress, which
in the opinion of many, would be In'm-icto the best interests of the people of the western states should they
become law. The argument Is advanced that this legislation, If adopted
a buby congress, would create
reaucracy In Washington that would
encroach upon the constitutional provision for states rights, and that It
would be unfair" to the states of the
far west for the reason that it would
exact a toll from public domain of this
section for the benefit of the federal
treasury which the older states were
never forced to pay.
The bills which have aroused action
are three senate bills providing for
federal control of lands which may
become valuable for the development
of water powers, coal lands and oil
lands.
The objectionable feature of these
bills as cited by those who are Opposed to their passage, places in tho
hands of the secretary Of the interior
what they term "absolute powers."
It Is pointed out that all three bills
teem with such provisions which
read: "As the secretary of the interior
may designate; as the secretary of
the interior may prescribe; under
such conditions aB, in his opinion,
will safeguard the public Interests."
"The people of the west are facing a
condition which Is of moro vital Importance to their future than any
other public question under consideration at the present time," said J.
Arthur Eddy, chairman of the ex
ecutive committee for Colorado, yesterday. "The Public Lands .conven
tion Vas called for the purpose of giv
so
ing the entire subject an airing
thorough that there can remain no
doubt in the minds of the most hum
ble citizen in the matter. If the peo
ple of the west are In favor of federal
control such as the government la
practicing and contemplates, the people should so express themselves. If
the majority 'want a more modified
federal bureaucratic control, or want
conservation under state supervision,
it Is alBO within their province to so
state. At all events, what Is desired is a representative gathering of
all the interests of the whole people
of the west at the convention, and
there the matter can be threshed out
and such publicity given to both sides
of the subject tha all will he Informed. President Taft says, 'the
question of conservation Is not a partisan one.'"
Names of delegates are being received daily at the headquarters in
the chamber of commerce building
and the Indications are that every
state will be represented.

points and information as to
the liberal stopover privileges
accorded, phone, write or see
the undersigned.
Los Angeles
San Francisco
San Diego
Pasadena
Redlands
Sacramento
Santa Barbara
Phoenix
Goldfield
Guaymas
Mexico City

JEWELER and OPTICIAN

RETAIL PRICES

$25.00

1,000
200
60
Laaa

$32. 70
$25.00

TAILOR FOR

KflEN

"

',Si

Through Tourist
Sleepers

ran daily to California on
Santa Fe fast trains. They
have large dressing room for

GROSS, HELL Y

women and smoking room for
men. Electric lighted. Efficient Pullman porter and conductor in charge. Harvey
meals served the best in the
world. Personally conduced
excursions are run
hre
times a week,

Stylish and

Up-to-da-

te

and Pressing;
Bring in Your Cleaning
603 LINCOLN

....

WILL D0LL BUILDING

It

to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets invigorate the stomach and liver and enable them, to perform their functions naturally, f. For
sale by all druggists.

GROCERS
HIDES and PELTS

WHOLESALE

and Dealer In

WOOL,

liMll

BAIN

VEI1ICLE8-K- 1S

WAGONS-RAC- INE

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M,

D. L.

r

Corona, N.

Batcheler, Agent

M-- ,

Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,

Trinidad, Colorado

Las Vegas, N. M.

FRIENDS

Mora County I
Farmer's Harvest

NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
CITIZENS

We are located at 523
Sixth Street.
We want your business
and will SUIT you or
"bust a hame-strintry-

Jubilee
WAGON MOUND. N. M.

g"

ing.
Let us hear from you.

,

8

September

3

Tickets on

The Parisian Dry Cleaners 1

Frank Revell,

SaleSeptcmber 18th to 21st inclusive,

Fare for the Round Trip $2.20

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic

P, L. BATCHELOR. Agent

11

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

RENT Five room furnished
chickens, old
cottage. Thlrty-el- x
618 Grand
and young, for sale.
or phone Main 428.

FOR

Try an Ada in The Optic's
"Want Columns"
Surplus

Capital Paid in

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

-

J. M. CUNNINQHAM, Pretident
FRANK SPRINQER. Vice President

V
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any K""u ayiup icu nuiu
raspberry or crape juice it especially
aaa
good
laoiespoomui 01 jjuny a pure mm
whiskey and a few lumps of ice. Fill up the glass
with plain cold water. Tbis may be made more
nourishing by adding the yolk or white of a freed
Kg and shaking the whole well.
Thia drink is very highly recommended by Dr.
Thomas Lore, of Atlanta, Ga. who says: "It U
unequalled for fever patients "
AO

ttonedlnnt
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Interest Pnld on Time Deposits
MIND

'. 'i!
!1

YOUR. SAVINGS

"Take care of the pennies and the dollars willjtake
care of themselves" is just as trite now asSever.l jYou
can't ' 'mind your savings' ' by tucking them away injsome
obscure corner. What is needed is
-

For Feyer Patients

X

H0SKIN5. Cashier

Healthful Hints
A Refreshing Drink

1911

19-2- 1,

with return limit of September 22nd, 1911.

of O. C. Zingg.

Digestion and Assimilation

Is not the quantity of food taken
but the amount digested and assimilated that give3 strength and vitality

& CO.

(incoporated)

,

Everything Mads at Home.

Iba.

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

.

CHAS. LEWIS

lbs.
Iba.
Iba.

AGUA PUB A COMPANY

never-the-les-

The J. E. Rosenwald lodge of the
B'Nai B'Rith, at a meeting held last
evenlnd, decided to hold Its first social affair this year about October 15.
Last year the lodge enjoyed many
eoclal good times. It expects to. enjoy more of them this fall and winter.
' '"
'
',
i ':
i
' September 68 has been uamed by
JudgeTlaf eHCff J. Roberts aff the date
upon which he will draw from the
jury wheel the venires for the grand
and petit juries which will serve during the fall term of the court for San
The drawing wfli
Miguel county.
occur' at the court house.

lb.

20o per 10t
25o per 100
SOo par 100
40o par 100
SOo par 100

or Mora, Each Otllvtry
lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Dallvary
lbs. to 1,000 lbs Each Delivery
Iba. to 200 Iba
Each Dellvary
Than 60 Iba Earn Dallvery

2fiOO lb

$35.00

f

Tonopah

J

TAUPERT

For fares to other

below.

or LENOX

KNOWN BY TBE MARK

Las Vegas, N. M.
Onlya few points shown

al

The Greater Las Vegas Band will
hold its regular rehearsal this evening at the city hall. Director Kobert
Kasper is in Denver, but the hoys expect to get in some good "licks"
under th iMdershlp

PICKARD

One way colonist tickets on
sale daily, September 15 to
October 15, 1911, inclusive,
from

PUBLIC LANDS CONVENTION TO
BE HELD IN DENVER WILL
BE

OUR CHINA

f INTEREST

Vlr-A- 5

A SAVINGS BANK

like this one. It's at your disposal to deposit either "dimes
or dollars. The savings habit leads on andjup to the palace of wealthdom. The habit grows andjthe sensation is
'
a pleasing one.
.

.

IAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
.

:

r ' eix
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(Continued from Yesterday)

I

KATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
TISEMENT8
Five ctnti par lint each Insertion,
to a
estimate six ordinary word
line. No ad to occupy lets space than
two lines. All advertisement charged will bo booked at space actually
et, without regard to number of
word. Cash In advance preferred.

Optie's Number, Main

COMMISSIONERS
CEEDINGS

In consideration for such services
for the period the party of the second
part agrees to pay to the said party
of the second part the sum of Seventy-Five
($75.00) Dollars, and in addition to pay to the said party of the
second part the sum of twenty-fiv- e
cents for the vaccination of each resident of the county, Bave those hereinbefore excepted from the terms of
this contract, who is not financially
able to pay for the cost of vaccination. The party of the first part disclaims any responsibllty for the payment of vaocination charges as to
those who are able to pay for the
same. The party of the second part
hereto agrees to render to the party
of the first part, at its regular meet
statement
ing of April 3rd, 1911,
of the names, ages and residence of
all indigent persons .vaccinated at
the cost of the county, and further,
to render? to the said party of the first
part a detailed statement of the work
as health officer during the said period.
Witness our hands and seals this
Sth day of March A. D. 1911.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
MIGUEL,
by Roman Gallegos, Chairman,
M .F. Des Marals, M. D.

2.

Wanted

are within the limits of the county
of San Miguel and territory of New
Mexico, and whereas this board finds
that the said three petitions are all
In accordance with law and that the
cost of building the said bridges is
not in excess of the amount that will
be realized by the tax levy for the
purpose of building bridges for the
year 1911 in the said county at San
Miguel, therefore be it,
Resolved, that the said petitions be
severally approved and that advertisements calling for bids for the
building of the said three bridges
with plans and specifications attached (be published for four consecutive
weeks in El Independlente, In Spanish and In the Las Vegas Dally Optic
In English once a week on the same
day of the week for four consecutive
weeks, both of said papers being
published in the county of San Miguel, New Mexico, the first named pa-paer being a Spanish and the last
named an English publication and
that all steps proper to be taken for
the building of said bridges he here
after taken by this board, and it is
further;
Resolved; that each J)idder be re
quired to bid upon the construction
of said three bridges and not upon
one or two or three bridges and that
the said advertisements so specify.
Adopted this March 8th, 1911. in
legular session of the board of county commissioners of .the county of
San Miguel.
The following accounts against the
county were approved and warrants
ordered issued against the county
treasurer in payment for same.
To Secundlno Romero,
sheriff,
boarding prisoners, month of February, 1911. $282.50.
To Secundlno Romero,
sheriff,
boarding prisoners month of Novem
ber, 1910, $443.50.
To Gross, Kelly & Co., merchandise
for road district No. 3, $11.90.
To Romero Mercantile Co., mer
chandise for county jail, (prisoners),

.

1907-190-

-

For Rent

v

--

S

Pi

f

1911.

Weather Strip company for metal
equipment installed in court house,
in the sum of $179.73.
It is ordered, that the board do now
adjourn.
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
A ttest :
Chairman.
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Las Vegas, N. M., April 3, 191L
The board met in regular session,
at 2 o'clock p. m. of said day.
Present?
Roman Gallegos, chairman; John S. Clark, and Benlgno
Martinez, county commissioners, also
clerk of the board and interpreter.
The complaint of L. H. Mosiman
heretofore made to the board for the
removal of certain gates on the San
Ignacio and Pecos road was called for
hearing and the board after 4 hearing
H. W. Renshaw and S. L. Barker In
opposition to such, renewal, the said
L. H. Mossiman not appearing either
in person or otherwise, after considering said matter fully,
It Is ordered by the 'board that the
said gates complained of on said San
Ignacio and Pecos road remain as
they are, and this matter is conJ
tinued for further hearing as to the
said L. H. Mosiman.
The following accounts and bills
were approved by the board and ordered paid.
J. M. Martinez, road overseers dis
trict No. 3, salary, $68.70.
Eugenio G. y Sanchez, road over
seers district No. 2, salary, $62.50.
Eugenio G. y Sanchez, road over
seer, district No. 2, salary $13.20.
Juan G. Gonzales, road overseer dis
trict No. 1, salary $62.23.
Benlgno Martinez, county commis
1911,
sioner, salary first quarter,
-

Party of the second part
WANTED A school girl to occupy
Attest:
808
or
room free. Inquire at
Main,
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
610 Lincoln.
In the matter of condemnation pro
WANTED Reliable person to occu- ceeding against Richard Davidson.
Be It resolved by the board of
py my property (old Hoban place)
on the Boulevard, rent free, for one county commissioners of the county
attormonth. See Cutler Bros., 614 Lin- of San Miguel that the district
to
directed
is
be
and
he
hereby
ney
A.
HarH.
or
coln avenue,
address
condemnation
proceedings
begin
vey, City.
forthwith in the district court of this
WANTED TO RENT A furnished county against Richard Davidson and
house, or four furnished rooms, for Julia Davidson, for the right of way
Vegas-Mor- a
road.
housekeeping, must be modern and of the Las
does now take a recess $21.90.
board
The
reasonable; by permanent, reliable
renter; not health seekers. Ad- - until 2 p. m.
Byron T. Mills, premium on insur
AFTERNOON SESSION
dress L. M. K., care Optic.
ance policy court house $125.00.
The board met as per recess.
To. C. S. Rogers, merchandise for
Present:
WANTED Pay or board at start,
County Commissioners road District No.
, $13.15.
learn trade, automobiles, electricity, Roman Gallegos, John S. Clark and
To the Optic Publishing company,
plumbing, bricklaying
by actual Benlgno Martinez, clerk and inter- stationery for' county offices, $43.00.
work on Jobs. Only few months re- preter.
To Optic Publishing Co., publish
Comes now Eugenio Romero treas
quired and no apprentice drudgery;
ing commissioners proceedings $86.43.
200 students last year.
To Optic Publishing Co., binding
Catalogue urer and collector and submits to
free. United Trade School, Los this board his monthly statement or newspaper files and records $193.00.
taxes and etc., collected during the ' To Felipe Baca y Garcia, fees as
Angeles, California.
month of February, A. D. 1911, and Justice of the peace $11.40.
the 'board having examined the same
To. M. A. Sanchez, compensation
did approve the same.
$7.93.
of assessor taxes of
Now comes
Secundlno Romero,
To John H. York, stationery $12.05.
SALE
Ra700
FOR
head of sheep.
sheriff, and submits to the board bis
To. John H. York, compensation of
4
fael Oallegos.
monthly statement of liquor licenses assessor taxes 1910, $95.35.
collected during the month of Febru
To D. C. Winters, drugs for county
FOR SALE Gentle horse, buggy and ary, A .D. 1911, the same was apjail for February, 1911, $1.25.
harness. Inquire. 710 Grand avenue. proved by the board.
To Noberto Encinias, fees as dep
In the matter of the delinquents for
uty sheriff, $14.00.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- road taxes for the year 1910.
To El Independlente Pub. Co., staBe It resolved by the board of
scriptions.
Notary seals and rectinery for county offices, $29.50.
ords at The Optlo office.
county commissioners of the county
To El Independlente Pub. Co., road
of San Miguel that the district attor- tax receipts, $50.00.
FOR SALE Improved ranch, 160 ney he and he hereby is directed to
To Pablo Vigil, fees as justice of
acres undei Camfield reservoir, also begin suit forthwith in the district
the peace, $10.00.
10 acres under Irrigation, both close court of this
county, against the
To Antonio Gallegos, fees as con
in. Write or phone T. T. Turner.
named persons for the col- stable, $5.70.
lections of said delinquent taxes: Ed
To Charles Ilfeld Co., supplies for
T. Alsdorf, A. J. Atkins, Robt. Adams,
county jail, $27.15.
Borlne S. Anderson, Fred Brefeld,
To Tircio Torres, labor at road dis
Gus O. Ball, Maurice Biehl, James R.
trict No. 2. $3.00.
"FOR RENT A new modern five room Baker, D. L. Batchelor, O. A. Bailey,
To Refugio Esquibel, to labor on
brick cottage. Inquire 902 Third St. James W. Cook, A. C. Erb, Tom Fos- road district No. 3, $6.00.
ter, Jr., W. E. Flaherty, George P.
To Cruz Segura, salary as court
FOR RENT Cheap, rooms for stu- Fredericks, C. W. McAllister, Fred
house janitor, February, 1911, $35.00.
dents. See Cutler Bros., 614 Lin- Westerman, Aleck Walresky, Henry
To Eugenio S. y Gallegos, salary as
coln avenue.
Young, A. L. Gump, Wesley A. Gil- road
overseer, District No. , $64.25.
pin, Epifanio Gallegos, Dr. E. L. Ham
To Juan G. Gonzales, salary as road
FOR RENT Front room, hot water, mond, Ralph Houston, Arthur Ilfeld,
overseer District No. 1, $61.05.
modern conveniences,
first class Thos. A. Johnsen, George H. Klnkel,
To J. M. Martinez, salary as road
Jeff Keene, Robt Kasper, P. J. Mur overseer District No. 3, $60.50.
location, 1034 Eighth street.
phy, Harry Martin, Dr. Wm. P. Mills,
To Anastacio Gurule, services as
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms Antonio Montano, Wm. McMahon, B.
sheriff, $2.00.
deputy
for light housekeeping, electric H. Newlee, V. H. Waite, James WalkTo La3 Vegas Light & Pwer Co.,
923
water.
Gallinas.
er, John L. Zimmerman, P. C. Nissen,
aights, hot
at court house and bridge,
H. W. Necker, E .Ortiz, Chas Palmer, light
$40.95.
R. R. Rogers, A. T. Rogers, Jr., W.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
To L. W. Ilfeld, 2 dusters for court
Still retains its high place as the best T. Reed, F. R. Robinson, Reno RusHousehold remedy for all coughs and
house, $5.00.
colds, either for children or grown sell, John T. Sackman, Clarence
To M. M. Sundt, repairs at court
persons. Prevents serious results from Smith, J L. Tooker, Joseph Taichert, house, $4.50.
a cold. Take only the genuine Foley's R. E. Taichert, Al Underwood, JosTo Colorado Telephone Co., teleHoney and Tar Compound, and refuse eph Vigil, Carl H. Wells, M. L. Weavphone rent court house arid jail,
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red er.
Cross Drug Co.
March, 1911, $12.00.
In the matter or building bridges
To Charles Ilfeld Co., supplies for
ever the Rio Pecos at San Jose, over road district No. 2, $16.00.
Foiev Kldnev Pills
Will r&arh vmir iTnHirirliin aaaa If vmi the Arroyo Pecos near Las Ve:
To Geo. H. Harris, work on district
on the Los Alamos road and at Hot No. 3, $10.00.
trouble or urinary irregularities. Try Springs where the boulevard crosses
To Enrique Sena, salary as county
tnem. o. u. scnaerer ana Red Cross the Rio Gallinas.
for February, 1911, $50.00.
Co.
jailer
Drug
. Whereas
at the regular session of To Pedro, Qulntana, saVx-- as counthis board, February
1911, there ty jailer, February, 1911, $40.00.
As usually treated, a sprained an
To New Mexico Penitentiary, board
kle will disable a man for three or were filed before this board petitions
four weeks, but by applying Chamber signed in each Instance by more than for Felipe Garcia and Prudencio Marlain's Liniment freely as soon as the five hundred, legal taxpayers 'and tinez, $30.00.
injury is received, and observing the property owners of the county of San
It Is ordered that the board now
directions with each bottle, a cure can
of
New
Mexico
Miguel,
territory
pray
adjourn.
to
two
from
effected
four
in
be
days,
ROMAN GALLEGOS,
ing that bridges be built in accord
For sale by all druggists.
a nee with the provisions of the Jaw Attest :
Chairman.
"I have a world of confidence In governing the same over the Rio
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for I Pecos at San Jose, over the
Las Vegas, N. M., March 17, 1911.
Arroyo
liave used it with perfect success. Pecos at a
near
which
The board met In specter session,
the
prespoint
M.
I.
Mrs.
writes
Basford, Poolesvllie,
ent road from East Laa Vegas to at 10 o'clock, a, m.
Md. For sale by all druggists.
Los Alamos crosses the said Arroyo
Present: John S. Clark and BenlgPecos, and at a point on the Hot no Martinez, county commissioners,
PILLS
CHICHESTER IlRANU.f
Springs boulevard where the said Hot and also the clerk of the board and
JV
far a
Aik
vratriat
lidlwl
year
Springs boulevard crosses the Rio the interpreter.
IM.piond Br.ndV
( G3a
Fill la Kra and Void meU!lkV
Absent: Roman Gallegos, chairman.
Gallinas, and whereas the county
boics, waled witb Blue Klbhoa.
.
Take am atbep. Buy
af your
commissioners of the said county
The clerk is instructed by the board
Askfot 111.4
llrcnlrt.
1HAMOND KKANU PILLS, for 4
have inspected the proposed locations to draw a warrant upon San Miguel
yean known at Best, Safest, Always KclLabta
and find that all the said locations county payable to the Western Metal
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

For Salo

SEPTEMBER 12,

$200.00.

John S. Clark, county commission
er, salary, first quarter 1911, $200.00.
Roman Gallegosj county commis
sioner,

salary, first

quarter,

1911,

$236.63.

It is ordered that the board do now
adjourn until tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.
ROMAN

GALLEGOS,

Chairman.

Attest:

DELGADO, Clerk.
Las Vegas, N. M.t April 4, 1911.

LORENZO

The board met as per adjournment.
Present: Roman Gallegos, chairman; John S. Clark, county commissioner, Benlgno Martinez, county
commissioner, also the clerk of the
board and the lnterprter.
"Comes now M. F. Des Marais, M. D.,
county health officer and submits to
the board his monthly report as such
officer, of Indigent persons vaccinated
at the expense of .the county, and the
same was regularly approved and or
dered filed.
Comes Eugenio Romero, treasurer
and collector of the county of San
Miguel, and presents to the board his
monthly statement of taxes, etc., collected during the month of March, A.
D. 1911, and the same was approved
and filed in due order.
Comes J. H. York, assesor of the
county of San Miguel, and presents
his quarterly report of licenses, tax.
es, etc., for the quarter ending March
31, 1911, and upon examination of the
6ame, It was duly approved and or
dered filed.
The matter of the contract between
the said board of county commission
ers and Dr. M. F. Des Marais, health
physician of the said county for the
vaccination of indigent residents,
coming on for consideration, it ap
pearing that said contract has expir
ed, the same having been in force for
thirty days; now, after hearing said
health officer as to the progress of
the said work under the above con

Juan B. Gonzales, Justice of the
THE LOBBY
peace precinct No. 4L
Francisco Qulntana, justice of the
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
peace precinct No. 36.
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLEDSimon Roybal, justice of the peace
precinct No. 61.
Antonio Roybal, Justice of the peace
precinct No. 20.,
SOCIETY AND
Alejandro Gomez, Justice of the
peace, precinct No. 27.
brothers always welcome to ta
Francisco Rfbera y Martinez, jus- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
comtice of the peace precinct No. 32.
M.
wigwam. W. O. Wood, each fin.
A.
Regular
Ramon Samora, justice of the peace
and
David
first
Flint, chief of records aaS
munication
precinct No. 42.
third Thursday In each
collector of wampum.
And also the following bonds and
month. Vial ting broth-e-n
oaths of office of constable,
cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Hllarlo Montano, constable, pre- William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of sack
cinct No. 44.
Sporleder, Secretary.
month at O. R. C tali VUiUsc
Julian Dal ton, constable, precinct
are cordially invited. GL
Brothers
No. 7.
LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Catarino Trujtllo, constable, preH.
Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D-- W.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Regal
cinct No. 46.
''
ulax conclave second Tuee- Condon, Secretary
Pablo Baca, constable, precinct No.
day in each month at
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tues
Temple at 7:10 p. m. C.
Raquel Flores, constable, precinct
S. C.; Chas. Tamme, Reday evenings each month, at FraNo. 20.
corder.
ternal Brotherhood hall. Visiting
Juan Padilla, constable, precinct
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
No. 51.
NO. 3,
LA8
CHAPTER
VEGA8
B. F. McGuire, President; E. O
Candldo Maes, constable, precinct
MA80N
8
ROYAL
ARCH
Regular
No. 15.
Ward, Secretary.
convocation first Monday
pre
Apolonio Madrid, constable
In each month at Macinct No. 42.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
Albino Sandoval, constable, pre
NO. 804 Meets second and foil its
m. J. A. Rutledge, H.
cinct No. 31.
Thursday in O. R. C. hali, Pioneer
P.; Chas. H. Sporleder,
building. Visiting members are corsecretary.
(To Be Continued Tomorrow.)
dially invited. W. R. Tipton, O.K.;
E. P. Mackel, F. S.

BUSINESS' DIRECTORY

--

tc-w-it:

N

Ma-son- io

MEETING OF PROBATE JUDGES.
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 12. The annual
meeting of the Association of Pro-

bate Judges of Michigan
here today, with Judge David Ander
son of Paw Paw presiding. The association will continue in session over
tomorrow and Thursday.
was-beg-

un

RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Fri
8. Meets first and third
Mrs.
In
Masonic
Temple.
days

and Dr. M. F. Des Marais,
for the vaccination of indigent resi
dents of said county, be, and the
saem is hereby continued in force for
the period of thirty (30) days more
from this date.
The application of John H. York,
assessor of the said county of San
Miguel being now presented and after
duly discussing the merits thereof,
such application being for the pur
chase of an addling machine to be
used in the office of the county as
sessor and the board believing that
the same is needed and necessary.
It is ordered that John H. York,
county assessor of the county of San
Mlugel, be, and he Is authorized to
purchase an adding machine for use
In the office of the said assesor of
San Miguel county and to contract
for payments on the same, in due
form.

The following official bonds and
oaths of office of justice of the peace
of said counts of San Miguel having
been presented, the same are examined, approved and ordered filed by
the board,
Matias Portillos, justice of the
peace precinct No. 7.
Nestor Griego, justice of the peace
precinct No. 31t
Jose Sixto Lopez, justice of the
peace, precinct No. 4.
Francisco L. y Mares, justice of
the peace precinct No. 2.
to-wl-

I. O. O. F

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street-- All visiting brethren cordially invited to at
tend. Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
T. Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwooo,
Secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer;
C- - V.
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1.

Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
Mrs. Minerva A, Howell. Secretary.
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street

(

NO
1,
LODGE
DORADO
KNIGHTS
OF PYTH I AS Meets MODERN

EL

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
every Monday eveContain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
ning in Castle hall.
sense of smell and completely derange
VUfting Knights are
the whole Bystem when entering it
Invited.
cordially
through the mucous surfaces. Such
Chas. E. Liebecaarticles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physl
nier. Chancellor
cians, as the damage they will do is
Commander. Harry
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Martin, Keeper of
derive from them.
Hall's Catarrh
Records and Seal
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mer
cury, and is taken Internally, acting BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
directly upon the blood and mucous
surfaces of the Bystem.
In buying UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
and third Wednesdays of each
the genuine. It is taken internally
month at Fraternal Brotherhood
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W.
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free,
Sold by Druggists. Price, 75c per
Secretary. Visiting membottle.
bers cordially invited.
Take Hall's Family Pills for Consti
pation.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO.
A Great Advantage to Worklngmen
102 Meets every Monday night at
J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th S., Steuben
their hall in the Schmidt building,
ville, O., says: "For years I suffered
west of Fountain Square, at eight
from weak kidneys and a severe blad
o'clock. Visiting members are corder trouble. I learned of Foley Kid.
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrlng, presiney Pills and their wonderful cures so
I began taking them and sure enough
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, SecreI had as good results as any I heard
tary; C. Pally, Treasurer.
about. My backache left me and to
one of my business, expressman, that
alone Is a great advantage. My kid J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
neys acted free and normal, and that
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuessaved me a lot of misery. It is now
day of the month in the vestry
a pleasure to work where It used to
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
be a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
cured me and have my highest
Isaac Appel,
praise." O. G. Schaefer and Red
cordially invited.
Cross Drug Co.
President; Charles Greenclay, Secretary.
Common Colds Must be Taken
Seriously
For unless cured they sap the vitality
and lower the vital resistance to more RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood hall the sleep of ehe fourth
serious infection. Protect your chil
dren and yourself by the prompt use
Thursday of each month, eighth
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
thirtieth
breath. Visiting
run,
and not its quick and decisive results.
For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
cough, bronchitis and affections of the
throat, chest and lungs It is an ever
ready and valuable remedy. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
-

WOODMEN

positive results will delight you. For
backache, nervousness, rheumatism,
and all kidney, bladder and urinary
troubles. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.

OF AMERICA

Meet In lie forest of brotherly
love at the Fraternal Brotherhood
hall, on the second and fourth Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay,
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visit-in- g
neighbors are especially welcome
and cordially invited.

DENTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

Suite

4,

DENTIST
Crockett Building. Has phones
at office and residence.

ATTORNEYS
Geo.

Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
HUNKER A HUNKER
Attorneys at " Law
Las Vegas
New Mexico
H- -

MASSAGE
MRS. OLL1E

SHEARER
Masseuse and Midwife
Residence Phone
.Main 30
Massage Parlor Phone
Vegas 75
In Las Vegas Thursdays, Friday
and Saturdays.
Foley's Kidney Remedy (Liquid)
is a great medicine of proven value
for both acute and chronic kidney
and bladder ailments. It 13 especially recommended to elderly people for
Its wonderful tonic and reconstructive
qualities, and the permanent relief
and comfort it gives them.
O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Crystal lice

tract,
Before You Reach the Limit
It is ordered by the board that said
physical endurance and while your
contract between the board of county of
condition is still curable, take Foley
commissioners of the county of San Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
Miguel

CAFE

AND

RESTAURANT

5o

Pure Ice
PHONE MAIN

and Assimilation
It is not the quantity of food taken
but the- amount digested and asslmll
ated that gives strength and vitality
to the system. Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets invigorate the stom
ach and liver and enable them to per
form their functions naturally. For
sale by all druggists.

227

Digestion

Diarrhoea Is always more or less
d
prevalent during September. Be
for Hi minmherlnfn'a Colin.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy Is
prompt and effectual. It can always
be depended upon and is pleasant to
taice. for sale by an druggists.
pre-nare-

ROUND TRIP
ka

-

;

T

ELM

SUMMER

COLORADO POINTS

Hay Fever and Summer Golds
MUST BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound
For quick and definite results.

For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
that follows SCARLET FEVER, for
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH, for
ASTHMATIC CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, Including CHRONIC
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use

Foley's Honey ana

Tar Compound

8CHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.
O. G.

'

EXCURSIONS

Sj2

Pueblo, $11.90
Colorado Springs, $13.70
Denver, $16.60

St. Louis, Mo., $40.30
St. Paul, Hinn., $46.30
Chicago, III., $46.30
Tickets on sale dally June 1 to September 30, 1911, s
re first class and good for stop-ove- rs
in either direction,
final limit October 31, 1911

D. L.

BATCHELOR, Agent.
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Bringing with it all the news of local happenings and
of the world in general, which it receives over its
special leased wire, The Optic finds its way into
every corner of Greater Las Vega.
Before
it is read by six thousand men, women
and school children.
bed-tim- e

Merchants who desire to let the people know about the
bargains they have to offer or the newest arrival
on their shelves can find no better medium.
Persons who have anything to sell, irom a house to a
churn, can do so through the medium of the classi-- "
fied ad vertisisment column.
Persons who have lost some article of value can find it
again with the assistance of The Optic and the six
thousand readers of its classified advertisements.
The Optic reaches the people. It can be found in nearly every home, office and store in Las Vegas and
many of the farms of San Miguel County.

Optic Publishing Co,
o
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Dr. Cook's Truth About the North
Regular dance at Rosenthal
Pole In two reeia, and 25 stereoptlcan Wednesday night
slides, tonight only at the Bridge
Street Theater.
Ed Smith, son of the proprietor of
tilt Merchants' cafe. Is osrlous! in
lent that draft beer' fine at the Monday, September 25,' has been set 91 his home. t,
as the date upon which William B
Opera, Bar?
1
The board of directors or the ComStapp. - clerk of the court for the
Always get the best at NolAtta'a Fourth judicial district will draw from mercial club will hold an important
barber shop.
the jury wheel the names of the men business meeting tonight at the club.
who will be required to serve on the
Hot lunch every .moraine at 10 grand and petit jurUs at the fall term
David Suaza has applied at the
of the United States district court court house for 1 as bounty on a
tiucc ai me upera Bar.
Any citizens who desire to witness coyote killed by him last month near
Roclada.
Finch's Golden Weddinz Rye. azed the drawing are privileged to do sol
in the wood. Direct from dlstlllerr
Dr. Cook's Truth About the North
Word has been received here of
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
the death of Lwona Waterman. Pole in two reels, and 25 stereoptican
Excellent meals, cleanliness and daughter of ' O. E. Waterman, the slides, tonight only at the Bridge
Saturday Street Theater.
economy make regular customers out West side photographer
of transients at the White Kitchen. evening at Colorado Springs. The
Waterman family came to Las Ve
While in Mora county yesterday
A marriage license has been issued gas several years ago from their Mounted- - Policeman Sena arrested
to Tomasita Gonzales, aired 17. and home in YpsilantI, Mich., in the hope Juan Pablo Cordova and turned him
Samuel Sanchez, aged 22. Both are of benefiting their daughter's health. over to the mounted police at Ci
They lived here until two months marron where he is wanted for buy
residents of San Geronlmo.
ago at which time they went to Colo- ing stolen horses.
Fpr Sale Improved homestead. rado Springs for a change of climate- Sylvester Swadley, formerly a part
farming Implements, 34 head cattle, 4 The funeral was held at Colorado
horses. Will trade for property in or Springs this afternoon. The water- - ner in the proprietorship of the
near Las Vegas. Address G., care mans expect to return to Las Vegas. Arcade saloon and later of the
Prldgel Ibar, has (been adjudged a
Optic.
While in Clayton last week attend- bankrupt by Judge Clarence J. Rob
M. - C. Hogshead, the ioca! repre- ing the fall term of the district court erts.
Leo Tipton has been named
sentative of the International Cor- for Union county, O. A. Larrazolo of as referee. A meeting of creditors
respondence school and W. F. Tucker, Las Vegas, who recently pledged his will be held the latter part of this
district superintendent of Denver, will faith to the republican party, was month.
hold an educational exhibit this week given an ovation by the republicans.
A big political meeting was held at
at Potter's candy store.
Contractor M. M. Sundt Is at work
which Mr. Larrazolo was invited to putting in a new floor in the show
The Las Vegas lodge of the Elks be present. Several speeches were windows of M. Greenberger, the
will hold its regular meeting this made in which Mr. Larrazolo was clothier. The new floor is to be on
evening at which several candidates welcomed into the republican party. a level with the bottom of the win
will be initiated. Other important In conclusion Mr. Larrazolo made an dows and to be of the best oak flood
business, pertaining to the club house. eloquent speech. The republicans of ing, hightiy polished. The interiors
Union county are actively preparing of the show windows are being re
will be brought tip for consideration
to put up a strong ticket in the com painted and repEptred
putting thorn
Two patients from Santa Fe county ing election, the first to be held in the in fine shape for the display of fall
have been received by Superintend new state.
gcods.
ent George Ward at the asylum re
The material for the construction
T. G. Robb, of the Phoenix ranch
cently. Ludencio Sandoval was re-ceived Saturday night and Mrs. Mar- - of the bridge at the Arroyo Pecos. near Watrous, called at The Optic of
celino Montoya was brought in Sun crossing the road to Log Alamos, has fice this morning, and left a box of
arrived and work will commence the most beautiful apples we have
day:
within the next few days. County seen this year. Mr. Robb has pro
Miess Annie T. Aitkin, who for Engineer George Morrison says the duced several thousand pounds of
merly was a teacher at the Normal construction of the bridge at San this choice fruit and is a firm beuniversity, is seriously ill in her Jose is nearlng completion, and after liever in the fact that this section of
home in Hull, la. Miss Aitkin left here that the work on the other bridge New Mexico can raise as fine fruit
about a year ago after a residence of will be pushed. As soon as the mate as any other place in tne
several years. She has a larse num rial for the structure at the Hot
ber of friends in Las Vegas who will Springs arrives It will be begun and
Friends of Mrs. Harry Morrison,
of Postmaster Morrison of Cher-ryvalwife
regret to learn of her misofrtune.
as
completed as
rapidly
thorough
N. M., have received word of
construction wil allow.
With the
The city council will meet tomor completion of these structure the her death on Thursday last at the
row evening in regular session. The roaas in tne county will be
Improved Morrison home in the mesa town.
council held no meeting during Aug greatly and tourists and teamsters Mrs. Morrison left a family of five
ust because of the absence from the with heavy loads will be free to
go children, three girls, a boy and an incity of some of the aldermen and th as they please without having to wor- fant born a short time before her
difficulty in getting a quorum. MaS ry about getting stuck in the Pecos death. The Morrison famllv has
ters of importance and reports of the or Gallinas.
sided on the mesa for the past two
i
various city officers will be conyears. They came here from their
sidered at tomorrow night's meeting.
former home in Marceline, Mo., to
STOCKHOLDERS'
MEETING.
The annual meeting of the stock- take up a homestead.
The burial
Enumeration of the delinquent tax holders of the A. O. U. W. Real
took place on Friday afternoon.
payers for 1910 has been completed
and Investment Co., for the
Word has been received from the
of directors for the ensuing year,
by Robert L. M. Ross, deputy county
treasurer and collector. The list has and the transaction of any other busi Wheeler family telling of the bad luck
been placed in the nands of District ness which may
properly come before they had on their trip to Denver and
Attorney Charles W. G. Ward for col- the meeting, will be held at the A. O. of their arrival in the city. Owing
lection.' Mr. Ward expects to use U.: W. hall on Eighth street, between to the heavy roads near Springer
every effort to collect each Item on Lincoln and Douglas avenues, Tues- they were forced to give up their
the list. Those who know themselves day evening, September 18, at 8 overland trip to Colorado, ship their
to
be - dellnanent.
Rhnnld
nan o'clock.
1
touring car by freight and continue
promptly and avoid the embarrassN. n. HERMAN, Secy.
the journey by rail. The Wheelers
ment attendant to the collection of
are nicely situated in Denver, having
the taxes by legal means.
Eecured a home on Gaylord street.
wtihin a block of City park, which is
in one of the best residence sections
of the city. Since they arrived they
have had the good fortune to meet
several of their old friends from Las
Vegas, who are residing in Denver
This has added much to the pleasure
of their new home.
Can be made easy
We
ii
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Home Grown Pinto

Beans
the first of this season's crop

3

lbs. for 25c

1- -2

at the

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

COAL AND

IV OO D

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all

Fzunnmn. Qm

sizes-Ste-

CoalSawed

am

Wood

J'

and Kindling

y9 q QfJD ON

ESTABLISHED 1870

Th

First National Bank
of

LOCAL NEWS

e,

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - . Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domsstio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour
Chop

cater espec

by sending us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the

(ally to the chiU
dren's
candy
tradcand make
an extra effort
to be supplied

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Roller Mills

with the purest

charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our
driver.

and best of can
dies for this pur

Phone Main 131

pose.

Yogs

MQd

I

H. STEARNS

PURE

BARTLETT

THINGS TO

knowledge of a first class protection
for every emergency is better.
' Ask
Cutler Brothers,
614 Lincoln Ave. Tel. Main 124.

-

5

-

J-

r

1

i

w

$
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That's what

many a mo.
ther Says when She sees a boy
dressed in one of our Xtrarjood
Suits.
We have established a repu.
tation for CLOTHING THE BOYS

2

IT
3

CORRECTLY.

Our new fall Suits

New Shipment

in time for you to buy one for

your boy for school.
The fabrics and models are entirely new this Season.

GREENBERGER
c

Mr. Merchant.
Are you taking ad- -

v

vantage of our
low flat rate window lighting ?
A well lighted
show window sells
the goods.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co,
OH,

e

YES--- W

Have Linoleum

One lady thought we didn't carry Linoleum. On the
contrary our linoleum room shows a mighty complete stock from the very lowest prices to the finest
grade made.
Good linoleum is made of cork and oil. It wears well
and makes a noiseless cushion for walking.
Cover your kitchen floor with good linoleum and notice how much less tired you are in the evening.

J.

C.

JOHNSEN

and

GRAPES
TOKAY GRAPES

Fresh
fornia Figs

DAHLIAS-DAHLI- AS

MISSION GRAPES

and more DAHLIAS

b

We are ready now with our usual fine crop of Dahlia
blooms. Every color and shape imaginable; Giants and Dwarfs;

RIPE TOMATOES
Vegetables of any kind go to

The Graaf & Hayvvard Co. Store
We

Cactus, Decorative, Show and Single varieties.
50c and 75c per dozen.
.

I

Onion & , Son
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phoat Main 462

Have Always the Best of Everything Eatable

--
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j

"
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'
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PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY

New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
T- three
day, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.
to be raced "Bull", Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
f

Exciting Horse Races

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ton
InstructiveDepartments
Special rates on all railroads.
Isaac Barth, Pres.
John B. McManus,
Secy-Mntj- r.

Hams For SaJe
Cali-

CONCORD

THE

.

SON

&

QOSIER iilTCIIEil CAOwETS

Base Ball Every TJay

of

Laundry

EAT

are in just

$iooo ''Bull" Durjiam Stake for 2:12 Pacers

Las Vegas Steam

FREE STONE PEACHES
CLINGSTONE PEACHES

or

DISCOVERY OF RICH OIL FIELDS
In New Mexico 's good; but the

New Mexico
Honey

PEARS

GREEN TOMATOES

VCy?

j

Housecleaning

Shorts
Las Vegas

"I know that
boy jot that Suit
I
at Greenberjjers"

7 I

Your Fall

Bran

if

.

at

350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams are specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of Tulv. Thev
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping' at our statior Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
;

'

.

v

"

J. P. Van

Houterv Co.

BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

'

Opfm

